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Chapter 1 
Int roduct ion 
A bulk of data concerning heavy-ion induced nuclear reactions at low and intermediate 
energies is available to date. In the so-called Fermi energy domain, at energies of about 
30-50 AMeV, these reactions are governed from the first touching of the two nuclei to  the 
creation of the final products by a complicated interplay of different processes which are 
thermodynamical in nature. 
Thereby, the formation of an excited compound-like nucleus is one of possible reaction 
channels while nuclear fission remains to be the dominating decay mode for a large interval 
of excitation energies. The disintegration of heated heavy nuclei into two fission fragments 
(FF) mainly competes with the emission of neutrons and at temperatures above 3 MeV [I] 
light charged particles (LCP). It seems to be well established now, that fission represents 
an overdamped collective motion that brings the compound system over the saddle of the 
potential energy surface to  a considerably large deformed scission configuration, and that 
proceeds on a time scale of several units of s [2]. 
By now, the experimental efforts to extract fission time scales and nuclear friction 
coefficients have concentrated mostly on the study of reactions where it is assurned that 
the reacting nuclei fuse completely forming a fully equilibrated composite system with 
well-defined characteristics. In particular, compound nuclei are formed with moderate 
Figure 1.1: The view of the FOBOS .in-spectrometer. The height of the riewcd arm nt 
the detector site amounts to 3 m. 
temperatures T 1.5-2.5 MeV. To increase the temperature of a given system one obvi- 
ously should increase the projectile energy. However, as the bombarding energy becomes 
larger than 10-15 AMeV, dynamical effects lead to an incomplete fusion mechanism 
[3] in which particles or a cluster of particles are emitted in the very early stage of the 
reaction thus carrying away a considerable amount of mass, energy, linear and angular 
momenta before the composite system reaches its thermal equilibrium. Hence, an increase 
in excitation energy is achieved at the expense of a less defined composite nucleus. The 
uncertainties in the properties of such a composite system can be remedicd by measuring 
both fission fragments. With reasonable assumptions about the relation between linear 
momentum transfer and excitation energy [4] the properties of the composite system can 
be inferred. This method demands a detection system of high efficiency for correlated 
fragments achievable only in a so-called 47r-device [5]. 
The 47r fragment spectrometer FOBOS [6] (fig. LI), built up in the JINR/Dubna is 
one of such devices especially designed for the study of the fission process in thc Fermi 
energy domain. Utilizing the FOBOS detector one is able to deduce "event by event" the 
fission fragment masses, charges and momentum components in a wide dynamical range. 
In addition, a shell of Cs1 scintillators surrounding the fragment detectors was constructed 
for the independent registration of light charged particles. The high geometrical efficiency 
of FOBOS opened the possibility to reconstruct the reaction kinematics and the inclusion 
of data obtained with the scintillator shell nourished great hope for deducing pre- and 
post-scission LCP multiplicities as well as LCP spectra by means of a clear separation of 
different emission sources. The dependence of LCP characteristics is to be explored as a 
function of both excitation energy of the composite system and fission mass asymmetry. 
Furthermore, the experimental data should provide valuable information on the excitation 
energy and its partition between the fragments at the instant of scission. 
The study of the sharing of excitation energy between the fragments turned out to 
be an issue of a great interest. The deviation of the excitation energy partition from 
thermodynamical equilibrium should hint at  a faster time scale relative to that proceeding 
via equilibrium. A decay time of (60 f 20) X 10-21s for symmetric fission was deduccd 
from tlie distribution of the fission fragment masses measured by the FOBOS detector 
["J:. Evidence has been found for some additional process coming into play at initial 
excitation energies larger than N 300 MeV in fission of Au- and Th-like composite systems. 
This process feeds more asymmetric disintegrations and is supposed to be faster than 
fission at  lower excitation energies. The latter fact naturally raised the question whether 
asymmetric fission proceeds faster than symmetric one. A number of Papers is devoted to 
this problem, but no definite answer has been found up to now. The information on thc 
excitation energy sharing between the fragments together with the light cliarged particle 
clata rneasured at  FOBOS was expected to give further insights into the problem of fission 
time scales. 
The precent thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 contains a short review of the 
prcsent sitiiation in the field of related investigations and lists the taslcs of this thesis 
referring to results obtained earlier a t  the FOBOS detector. Chapter 3 is devoted to the 
description of the experimental setup. Chapter 4 covers in details thc scintillat,or shell, 
whicti has been built and put into operation by main efforts of the autlior. A new metliod 
of intrinsic energy calibration of the scintillator shell is presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 
6 Iists phpical resrilts obtained by the data analysis, and main conclusions are given in 
Chapter 7. 
Chapter 2 
Status of the field and particular 
tasks 
2.1 General problems 
Numerous attempts to  describe nuclear collisions in the Fermi energy domain reflect the 
great interest in a coherent description of nuclear matter behavior [8]. With respect to low 
energy reactions, there is a drastic increase of the number of possible intermediate states 
between two known instants: i) impact of a projectile on a target and ii) a Set of reaction 
products in a detector system. This leads to the difficulty of separating the problem 
into two subsets: entrance channel problems (elastic, inelastic, fusion, incomplete fusion 
etc.) and exit channel problems (fission, quasi-fission, multifragmentation etc.). Since 
different approaches are used for the description of the entrance and exit channels, it is 
convenient to introduce an averaged intermediate state which would bridge them. The 
analysis of the nucleus-nucleus collision dynamics and decay characteristics of compound- 
like products requires also a consideration of light particle (LP) and y-ray emission because 
these processes bring large contributions to the total reaction Cross section. 
Emission of LPs at the very early stage of reaction (projectile break-up, pre-equilibrium 
emission etc.) is governed by the dynamics of the heavy product formation. Particles 
emitted at later stages of the reaction are treated normally such as they do not "remem- 
ber" the entrance channel. LPs and y-rays accompanying nucleus-nucleus collisions are 
the objects of the systematical study because they remove from the i~iteraction region a 
significant amount of nuclear matter with certain quantum properties [9]. A complete 
description of the formation and decay of compound-like systems cannot be achieved 
without understanding the LP emission mechanisms. Experimentally observed propertics 
of mass, energy and angular distributions of LPs are sometimes quite iinexpected. The 
explanation of these properties is very difficult because a large number of LP ernission 
sources are involved. The experimental discrimination of these sources is a problem of 
increasing importance. 
The nuclear fission is undoubtedly a reaction of particular interest. -4 compound 
nucleus represents a long-living body of escited nuclear matter of some definite geornetrical 
shape, m-hich eshihits quantilm properties at the sanie timt.. Thr rich csperinit.ritztl datz 
concerning different aspects of fission dynamics are collected and ana1i;zed to date C'?, 10, 
111. In accordance with a well-known empirical relation of 'l?ola EI-;, the mean total 
kinetic energy (SKE) of fission fragments for a givcn compouncl riudeus d o ~ s  not r e v d  

multiplicities of a-particles observed in the reaction 40Ar(9AMeV) + "2Th, but due to 
large statistical uncertainties one can assume also that there is no fission time dependence 
on asymmetry. Charity 1271, however, in the framework of the statistical model concluded 
that there is a strong dependence of the fission "delay t ime 'hn  the mass asymmetry. 
Analysis of pre-saddle multiplicities and fragment charge distributions reveals that the 
system should spend a significant time for the saddle-to-scission transition. The fission 
pre-saddle time rP„ and the saddle-to-scission transition time rSs, in the analysis of LCPs 
by Lestone was consistent with = 9 f 6 zs and T„, = 22 f 7 zs, implying that the 
hot system spends a considerable time beyond the saddle point. Rubchenia et al. [28] by 
the use of the neutron data from fission of 220Th at E * ~ 4 0  MeV in the framework of the 
time-dependent statistical model also concluded that the hot fissioning nucleus spends a 
longer time beyond the saddle. Their estimation of the transient time amounted to 170 zs, 
and a tendency to  shorten this time with increasing the excitation energy was deduced. 
Time scales deduced from the GDR y-rays are in strong contradiction with those 
usually obtained from light particle multiplicities. Recently, van't Hof et al. L291 have 
analyzed the energy spectra of the GDR y-rays emitted from the compound nucleus 156Dy 
a t  excitations energies E* N 0.7 MeV/nucleon, and concluded that the fission time scale 
is of the order of 100 2s. V. Kamanin et al. [30] related GDR to the very early stages of 
reactions, especially with E, > 30 MeV. Mechanism of the GDR y-emission is probably 
connected with the angular momentum dissipation. Measured time scales are then of 
Course quite different from the fission ones. Adding to the controversy, Siwek-Wilczynska 
et al. 1311 concluded that the fission time scale was indeed of the order of 100 zs when 
they confronted the neutron data by Hinde et al. [15] with simulations of a dynamical 
one-body dissipation model coupled to a time-dependent statistical model. 
2.3 LCP emission studies 
Different sources for the emission of y-rays, neutrons, LCP and intermediate mass frag- 
ments (IMF) during the decay of the composite system are experimentall? distinguishable 
due to, on the average, their different properties. However, the origin of a given particle 
being emitted can generally not be identified. 
Emission of particles and y-rays proceeds on quite different time scales, e.g. starting 
from bremsstrahlung before nuclear forces are active and up to the de-escitatiori of heavy 
remnants. Generally, in order to reach the high excitation energy of the compoiind- 
like s y t e m  it  is necessary to increase the incident energy. ii-ith the increase in the 
incident energy, more and more nucleons and complex fragments drop out of the further 
interaction due to  the projectile break-up and pre-equilibrium emission [32]. .Additionally, 
the multifragmentation channel Opens already in the Fermi energy domain. Shis means 
that much more information can be obtained on the nuclear cohesion and nuclear response. 
as compared with the low energy region. Full understanding of those nucleus-niicleus 
collisions and: in particular, fusion-fission-like processes requires the inclusion of heavy 
remnants arid both LCP and I5fF data. The idea of a complete mperiment led to the 
compromise principle of the FOBOS array being a lognrithmic detector 261- 
The biilk of data coflected so far coricerris sequmtinl cniissiori ~ > f  LCPs and ILIFs. Thv 
shttpe of their spectra has been well studied in selected esperiments with high ststistics 
and is well described in general by statistical rnodels. The subdivision inta LCP arid 
IMF by means of cutting Z < 2 and 3 5 Z 5 8 is mostly operational, since they are 
complementary data. 
Similarly to LCP data, the emission of IMF during fission has been recently studied in 
order to probe nuclear dynamics. Bowman et al. [33] investigated a variety of collisions at 
an incident energy of 50 AMeV and reported a strong dependence of element distributions 
and multiplicities of IMF on the LCP multiplicity. The importance of pre-equilibrium IMF 
emission is also deduced. Chen et al. [34] studied the reaction 4He + 232Th at the Same 
projectile energy. The neck and isotropic component of IMF emission are separated by 
means of energy, angular and charge distributions. Similar data were obtained recently 
with the FOBOS detector. For instance, the isotopic composition of neck matter was 
found to be almost identical to that of the compound nucleus; however, sequential IMF 
have a composition in accordance with the P-stability systematics [35]. LCP data also 
distinguish between emitter configurations, therefore, the so-called near scission emission 
of a-particles is treated separately (see, for example, Siwek-Wilczynska et al. [26]). The 
above mentioned arguments clearly show the necessity to perform the LCP data analysis 
together with the analysis of IMF and massive fragments. 
The "usual" sequential emission is found to lead to some unexpected results. Gui et 
al. [25] concluded, that symmetrically fissioning nuclei as light as A N 180 at E* of about 
3 MeV/nucleon in the initial state are cold at scission. This is because the time needed 
for the hot nucleus to change shape into two nearly equal sized nuclei is estimated to  be 
10 ZS. During this time, the very rapid evaporation of light particles can remove a large 
portion of the excitation energy, leaving the system relatively cold. The cooling down of a 
compound nucleus during the descent from saddle to scission has been observed recently 
with the FOBOS detector [35] in experiments described in the present thesis. * 
2.4 Contribution of FOBOS and motivation of fur- 
ther work 
Mass-energy distributions of fission fragments of hot nuclei with excitation energies E* > 
40-30 MeV in the fissility range of Z2/A = 20-33 have been extensively studied in heavy- 
ion reactions [ll] and a large amount of experimental data on the mass dispersions of 
fission products is collected within the so-called stiffness systematics [10]. The dispersion 
of a mass distribution a,bf is related to the effective nuclear temperature Beff in first 
approsimation as 
C.& = o e f f / ~ f  (2.1) 
n-here qeff is the parameter of stiffness with respect to mass-asymmetry deformations. 
The T-alue qeff can be calculated exploiting the liquid drop model. The diffusion model 
in [36] gives reasonable stiffness 1-alues also for high excitations E* > 80 MeV and fissility 
Z2/-4 > 32. The term "effectit-e" reflects a substantial duration of the fission process. 
The above clescribed method is used to get information on the temperature of fissioning 
niiclei in the analysis of mass dispersion data measured with the FOBOS detector [3ä]. 
Hot i ~ ~ a v y  niiclei were produced by incomplete fusion in the reactions (34 AMeV) + 
'"-411 and 'Li (43 -4MeL') + 232Th. and the mass distribution of binary disintegration has 
been investigated using the 4n-array FOBOS. 
First sf all. the correctness of the mass and excitation energy determination was 
checked [37]. A decrease in total mass (fragment mass sum) with an increase in lin- 
ear momentum transfer (LMT) has been observed. This is caused by enhanced particle 
evaporation, since within a massive-transfer approach LMT is used as a measure of the 
excitation energy E* (fig. 2.1, left panel). The obtained value of 13 MeV per lost nucleon 
agrees well with that from direct measurement of particle multiplicities [38]. 
At EX=50-90 MeV, the fragment-mass distribution width, am, reveals good agreement 
with the mass-asymmetry stiffness systematics represented by the solid line in fig. 2.1 
(right panel). However the rise of am at higher excitation energy was found to be con- 
siderably smaller. The narrowness of the mass distribution is attributed to the relatively 
long saddle-to-scission transient time, allowing the system to substantially cool down by 
evaporation of light particles [35]. However, a steep rise of the mass distribution width 
at E*>250 MeV cannot be accounted by the interplay between the nucleus' heating and 
the removal of excitation energy by the particle evaporation. 
A pseliminary analysis of the mass dispersion data obtained from the reaction 14N (34 
AMeV) + lg7Au produces B e f f  "2.3 MeV when applying qeff=0.009 MeV/amu2 in the 
saturation region. The average duration of the cooling cascade in tke reaction 7Li (43 
AMeV) + 232Th, where the cooling effect was observed for the first time [37], is consistent 
with the time of ~ 6 0 k 2 0  zs [7]. In this respect the related temperature measurements 
from the LCP data (corres~onding to an earlier decay stage) become of top interest. 
FOBOS da!a 
o l . - s ' l . ' ' " a " . t . . ' * I  I 0.0 
0 1 00 200 300 400 
Excitation energy / MeV 
Figure 2.1: Left panel: Linear correlation between LIWT nnd average total rnass. Right 
panel: Saturation of the mass dispersion at E* =1 Ufi-25U MeV. Dashell line is an epguic le .  
The analysis of the fragment mass distribution reveals two coniponents with essentially 
different mass dispersions (fig. 2.2). The first narrow component clualifstivdy follows the 
stiffness systematics. The second broadened component heconies riotable at E*- 250 5kI' 
and is predoniinant at 350 MeV. 5lass diszribiitions eorrected for geometrical rtcceptance 
cff~cts haw b w n  created in dcpcridence on E* (fig. 2.2. lcft ~xtntd). Tlw v d t h s  of rhrw 
spectra steadilg increase with increasing P. The data have been fitted by n, ~11111 of twt, 
Gaussians with dispersions of the components taken frorn the distributions at the estrernes 
of E". Onc observes, that at E * ~ 1 4 0  5IeV the contribution of the broad coiiipctnent is 
about 10%. It  steadily increases with increasing E*, whereas the yield of the narrow 
component reaches its maximum near E*=250 MeV and then decreases again (fig. 2.2, 
right panel). It  was concluded, that a substantial change in the two-fragment decay 
mechanism of hot nuclei was observed. A valid argument was found for distinguishing 
between the two superimposed processes, namely between ordinary fission and hot binary 
fragmentation (BF)[39]. One can expect a manifestation of these trends also in the LCP 
emission channel. 
0 .C 0 
l o "  . . . . , I , , , ,  , 
0 50 100 150 
Fragment mass / amu 
*/ o, = 27.2 amu 
lozl I I I I J 
0 100 200 300 400 
Excitation energy / MeV 
Figure 2.2: Left panel: The  experimental fragment mass distributions for excitation energy 
bins can be fitted by the sum of two gaussians. Right panel: Dependence of the amplitudes 
of these gaussians o n  excitation energy. 
2.5 Particular tasks of this thesis 
The analysis of the experimental data obtained to date nourishes great hopes that LCP 
data from the FOBOS scintillator shell es~ecially in combination with the forward phoswich 
array can deliver vital physical information which can be used in the sense of a nuclear 
"clock", nuclear " thermometer", or "calorimeter". It could probe the nucleus shape and 
can be used as an entrance channel filter. The complexity of the studied subject and the 
experimental equipment require, however, to pay particular attention to the reliability of 
the data and the limitations of the used methods. It has been numerously highlighted, 
that the implicit averaging over a large number of reaction channels plays a significant 
role in the Fermi energy domain. Therefore, even assuming a good separation of the 
incomplete fusion and subsequent fission from other reaction modes, one should take into 
account this averaging before interpreting any data. 
The present thesis contains for the first time an analysis of the LCP data obtainecl 
from the FOBOS scintillator shell and the prospects of more advanced investigations are 
shown. First of all, the data derived from gas detectors (masses, coordinates, LMT etc.) 
should be checked by proper correlations with LCP-observables. The effects observed in 
the massive fragment analysis could be reflected in the LCP data. 
General problems to be solved in connection with the present thesis are as follows: 
to set up and put into operation the scintillation shell 2;  
to  develop and test methods of data analysis and, first of all, methods of energy 
calibration adequate to actual experimental conditions; 
to  perform full scale measurements, delivering the LCP data; 
to  demonstrate the reliability and consistency of the measurements; 
to  extract the temperature of emission sources and the associated LCP multiplicities; 
o to search for indications of the dependence of the fission time on mass-asymmetry. 
The following experiments aiming in particular at that tasks have been performed. 
The September'95 experimental session (incomplete FOBOS configuration) 
14N (34 AMeV)+lg7Au 
The June796 experimental session (commissioning of CsI-shell) 
14N (53 AMeV)+lg7Au 
The January196 experimental session (complete FOBOS, but mithout ARGUS) 
(to be called in the follotving as JAN96) 
14N (53 AMeV)+lg7,4u 
14N (53 AMeV)+232Th 
The I\ilarch797 experimental session (complete FOBOS, together with ARGUS) 
(to be called in the following as MARCH97) 
40Ar (36 AMeV) +248 Cm 
40Ar (36 AMeV)+natAg 
In all above sessions thin spectrometric targets (100-300 ,ug/cm2 deposited on C or 
-\I2o3 backing) were esposed to a beam of several units (2-3) of log ions/s. 
The present thesis is mostly based on data obtained during the January'96 session. 
There are approximately 2 X 106 selected binary fission events available for the analysis 
for each reaction, including - 1% of ternary events. 
'this is a small violation of the chronology - the idea appeared some j-ears ago 
Chapter 3 
The experimental setup 
3.1 Design of the FOBOS detector 
The 47r fragment spectrometer FOBOS [6] is set up at the Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear 
Reactions of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research in Dubna at the beam of the isochro- 
neous cyclotron U-400M [40] recently supplied with an ECR ion-source 1411. FOBOS was 
finally completed in 1996 and a series of full-scale experiments has been performed. 
Figure 3.1: General ciew of the FOBOS central cacuum chamber with sorne inserted 
detector rnodules. The beam enters from the left side. The exit cone at the right side 
houses the forward array. 
The spectrometer is designed for studying reactions at  incident energies of 10-100 AhIel' 
in clirect kinematics, i.e. a light projectile impinges upon a heavy target nucleus. The 
decw of a co~npound-like system from such reactions is characterized by the following 
U 
lange 
to central 
vacuurn chamber 
Figure 3.2: General layout of a FOBOS detector module. 
products: 1-3 heavy fragments (e.g. fission fragments (FF)or heavy residues (HR)), few in- 
termediate mass fragments (IMF),conventionally defined as being heavier than a-particles 
but lighter than FF,  a fairly large number (10-30) of neutrons and 5-10 light charged Par- 
ticles (LCP).FOBOS is able to register charged reaction products only, from protons up 
to HR. 
The intention to  perform exclusive spectroscopy of charged fragments within a broad 
dynamic range, covering large intervals of atomic number (Z), rnass nurnber (A), and 
simultaneously a considerable part of the solid angle of 47r as well, requires some reasonable 
compromises between registration efficiency, detector granularity, detection thresholds, 
possible counting rates etc. For this purpose, the so-called logarithmic detection principle 
is applied. This principle assumes a successive increase of the stopping poss7er along 
the flight path of the particles. This principle has been used in the construction of 
experimental setups such as PAGODA [42], INDRA (Ganil) [43], FOPI (GSI) 
Due to reaction kinematics, most of the ejectiles are directed into the entire solid angle. 
Therefore, the basic geometry of the detector set-up turns out to be a sphere surrounding 
the target. 
The general Lay-out of the spectrometer FOBOS is schematically shown in fig. 3.1. 
The central vacuum chamber has an inner diameter of 1330 mm [45]. From outside tlre 
basic shape is a precisely manufactured (f 0.2 mm) 32-face truncated icosahedron svith 
circular holes in the centers of 20 regular hexagonal ( ~ 4 8 0  nrm) and 10 regiilar pentagoiial 
(0380 mm) surface elements for mounting the 20 large and 10 small detector iilodules. 
respectis-ely. Tsvo of the oppositely placed Pentagons of the central vacuuni chanlber are 
used for beam entrance and exit. 
The spectrometes FOBOS consists of three consecutive shells of particle detectoss 
and a more granular forward array. One position-sensitive avalanche coiinter (PS-4CQ,one 
axial Bragg ionization chamber (BIC),and a mosaic of 7 CsI(T1) scintillatnrs (CIS) are 
arrariged in 30 separate decector-modules [46] which are mounted omo rlic writrsl \c~cuuni 
chamber from outside. The sketch of a module is shown in fig. 3.2. Groups of detector 
modules are placed axial-symrnetrically at the Same polar angle svith respect to a bt3an1 
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Figure 3.3: Parameters of charged particles, measured or derived from the signals delivered 
by a detector modube. Diflerent methods of analysis are applied, if (see the lower part of 
the figure) (i) only the PSAC has fired (dotted lines), (zi) the P S A C  und B I C  have fired 
(thick solid lines), (iii) only a CsI(T1)-detector (1,2,3, ... 7) has fired (thin solid lines), 
und (vi) the B I C  und a CsI(T1)-detector have fired (dashed lines). The logarithmically 
increasing stopping power of the diflerent detector shells is illustrated by the given mean 
areal densities of the detector materials of the PSAC, BIC, und CsI(T1)-crystals for typical 
experimental conditions. 
thus forming six detector rings at < 0 >= 37.3a0, 63.44", 79.1g0, 100.81°, 116.56" and 
142.62". (See tab. -4.1 and fig. 4.3 for details). 
-4 relatit-elu long flight path of 50 cm between the target and the inner detector shell of 
PSACs is available for a precise time-of-flight (SOF) and coordinates (0,&) measurement 
of fragments n-ith Z > 2. Analysis of TOF and pulse-height (AE)  information from a 
PSAC provides a rough 2-identification of heavy species not reaching the next detector 
shell, e.g. et-aporation residues (HR). 
The second detector shell consists of axial Bragg ionization chambers (BIC) which 
register the full energ3--1oss distribution (Bragg-curve) of the fragments stopped within 
rhe pas-volurne. The residual fragment energy (ER) and the magnitude of the Bragg-peak 
(BP), us a measure of 2, are directly derived. Erom the SOF- and ehe ER-information the 
masses m, of the fragments can be calculated applying a suitable correction procedure 
wIiieh takes into accoiint the different energy losses in penetrated detector materials. 
Hmce. the morrienturn vectors p; can be derived independently for each fragment '\" 
event-fy-et-ent. This feature is a necessary condition for an exclusive measurement. 
Since the PSAC and BIC are not sensitive to low-ionizing LCP (2=1-Z), a third, more 
granular, shell of CsI(T1) scintillation detectors is arranged behind them. The LCP are 
analyzed by their signal pulse-height and -shape. Fast LCP do not affect the registration 
of fragments in the PSAC and BIC. Therefore, the correlations between fragments and 
LCP can be studied for all possible relative angles. Furthermore, the well known AE-E- 
method can be applied for the identification of high-energetic IMF which penetrated the 
BIC and are stopped in the scintillators. 
The parameters of a particle, measured or derived from the signals delivered by a 
FOBOS module, are schematically drawn in fig. 3.3. In addition, an array of phoswich 
detectors is placed inside the central vacuum chamber covering forward angles of 8 = 4.5"- 
26". It provides registration of LCP and projectile-like fragments (PLF) by means of a 
principle similar to that for CsI(T1) scintillators. 
It has to be mentioned, that a similar 4~-array for charged fragments has been built at  
the Cyclotron Laboratory of the Michigan State University, East Lansing, USA [47]. The 
concept of the spectrometer FOBOS resembles it in general design, and several detection 
principles applied at these two devices are almost identical. 
Two advantages of the FOBOS detector concept should be emphasized: 
The long flight path and the excellent timing properties of the PSAC make it gen- 
erally possible to apply the TOF-ER method for the mass determination of the 
fragments instead of the AE-E-method which has its natural energy limits caused 
by the AE-detector. In other systems heavy fragrnents (FF, HR) often cannot be 
identified, e.g. at the 4n-array INDRA [43] where small ionization chambers deliver 
the AE-information, but timing cannot be used, or at the MSU 4~-array [47] where 
the compact detector design requires thicker entrance windows of the BIC leading 
to considerably higher registration thresholds. 
The excellent spatial resolution of the PSAC together with the mentioned principle 
of mass determination provides a more precise determination of the linear momenta 
of the fragments. 
3.2 Position-sensitive avalanche Counters 
Following the general construction the PSACs of the first detector shell form a truncated 
icosahedron-like shape at a distance of ~ 5 0  cm from the target. The hexagonal- and 
pentagonal-shaped frames of PS-ACs are mounted separate11 in front of the BIC entraIict: 
windotvs on big and small modules, respectively. 
The PSaC are based on the principles described in ref. Three thin Slylar foils 
(1.2 pm ) serve as cathode and entrancejesit windows. The central cathode-foil is covered 
by 40 pg /cm2 thick Au-layers. It deli~ers the timing signal. Swo perpendicular wire 
planes (made of 30 pm thick Au-plated E. spaced by 1 mm) are positioncd at both sides 
from the common cathode a t  the distance of 3 mm +50 Pm . They sscrve as coordi~iate 
grids. The ivindow foils are gli~ed to special frames T%-hich can b~ changed indil-idually in 
the case of leaküge. The transparency of the PS-AC arnoi~nts to 92%. Tfieir sensitive ;trcws 
'Their detailed ciescription is giren in the next chapter becaus~ it was an ccscntial part of this thcsis 
to assemble and put into operatiori this scintillator sheii. 
are circles of a diameter 327 mm and 243 mm for the large and small detector modules, 
respectively. A total solid angle covered by the PSACs amounts to 7.1 sr (56.5% of 4 ~ ) .  
The spatial resolution of the PSAC amounts to Ax = Ay N 1.5 mm. 
The counter-gas is pentane at a pressure between 200 Pa and 800 Pa. A high volt- 
age level is chosen for an effective registration of heavy fragments with a threshold of 
~ 0 . 0 5  AMeV. The efficiency of registration drops for a-particles at  energies of 21.5 AMeV 
because of the decreasing energy loss in the sensitive volume. 
A rough selection of heavy fragments by their mass can be carried out using the A E  
vs TOF scatterplot of the PSAC, delivering also the information on correlated and random 
events, which is necessary in the case of a pulsed, micro-structured ion beam. 
The timing resolution amounts, typically, to ~ 2 0 0  ps FWHM if only a small central 
area of the counter is irradiated. When the whole sensitive area is exposed, the resolution 
becomes worse by a factor of about three. However, a special coordinate-dependent 
correction allows to determine the TOF of the fragments with an accuracy of ~ 3 0 0  ps. In 
addition, the PSAC electronics can withstand a considerable high 6-electron background 
(N 1 0 ~ - 1 0 ~  s-l ) correlated with the beam bunches. 
.- 
3.3 Axial ionization charnbers 
The principle of a BIC was first described in ref. [49]. Since the electric field is parallel to 
the direction of the incoming particles, the registered pulse-shape of a fragment stopped in 
the BIC gas-volume represents the image of the specific energy loss along the ionization 
path, which is characterized by the Bragg-curve. The integral of the electronic charge 
created is proportional to the energy (ER) of the fragment, and the maximum of the 
ionization-density distribution of the fragment along its stopping path (Bragg peak height, 
BP) is a smooth function of 2. A special, new processing method has been developed which 
derives the ER- and BP-values directly from a digitized signal [50] (see also Section 3.5). 
,An example of a BP vs ER scatterplot is shown in fig. 3.4. The charge resolution obtained 
around 2=13 is Z/AZ=65. Elements are resolved from He up to Z N 26 (Fe). 
A sketch of the lay-out of the detector module is shown in fig. 3.2. The conical shaped 
BIC have apertures of 260.0 msr (large module, 0385 mm, D0 = 33.08") and 167.8 msr 
(small module, 0285 mm, AO = 26.54"). The entrance windows are made of 1.5-3 pm 
thick aluminized BIylar. The total solid angle covered by the BICs amounts to 6.88 sr 
(54.7% of 4 ~ ) .  
The sensitive depth of the BIC is 250 mm. To withstand the pressure of the working 
gas, the delicate window foil, which at  the Same time serves as cathode, is supported by a 
t.wofold structure, i.e. an etched Ni-mesh 114th cell dimension of 2.7 mm carried by a solid 
concentric grid with a transparency of 94%. Otherwise, the extremely thin foils would 
not withstand gas pressures up to 100 kPa needed to stop most of the IMF' within the 
sensitive depth. Thic mesh, howet-er, reduces the transparency of the entrance window to 
75%. causing a serious reduction of the effectit-e solid angle of the spectrometer. 
The shaping of the axial electric field is performed by 5 mm spaced Cu-strips coated on 
the inner side of the conical Teflon insulator [oll. The Frisch grid is placed 10 mm in front 
of the anode. It consists of two perpendicular wire-planes (50 pm thick Cu-Be spaced by 
f rrim). The anode is a 10 pm thick aluminized Mylar foil. In typical experiments the 
BICs are filled with a P-10 gas-mixture (90%Ar+10%CH4) a t  a pressure of 20-40 kPa 
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Figure 3.4: Scatterplot of Bragg peak-height (BP) vs residual energy (&) for f r a p e n t s  
measured by a BIC  for the reaction 40Ar (36 AMeV)+248Cm. Branches of resolved elle- 
ments are clearly visible (FF - fission fragments; IMF - intermediate mass jmgments). 
and are operated with an anode voltage of 1.5-3 kV. At the design limit of 100 kPa this 
voltage reaches 8 kV. 
The PSAC foils and the BIC window foil together cause a dead layer of N 510 jtg 
/Cm2 for fragment spectroscopy. For the registration of FF, having typical energies af 0.5- 
1.5 AMeV, the residual energy threshold amounts to W 0.3 AMeV. An energy resolution 
of the BIC of 89 keV has been achieved for 2 3 8 P ~  a-particles. In order to rnaintain the 
energy resolution during long-time experiments, the P-10 gas is mixed on-line and the gas 
composition is permanently controlled [52]. The gas-supply/vacuum System is computer 
controlled 1531. 
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Figure 3.5: Charged-particle identification matrix as measured by a phoswich detector of 
the forward array at 0 = 8" for the reaction 40 A r  (36  AM^ V) +248 C m  (PLF -- projectile-Eake 
fragments). 
3.4 Forward array 
For geometrical reasons the smallest acceptance angle of PSAC and BIC of the FOBOS 
spectrometer is 0 x 21". Forward-directed fast reaction products are not registered by 
the gas detectors- Therefore, part of the former ARGUS detector array [54] has been 
modified for use as a forward array of FOBOS. It has been installed inside the central 
vacuiim chamber through the forward (exit) cone (fig. 3.1). 
The forward array consists of six concentric rings of altogether 92 phoswich detectors, 
each bcing a combination of a 0.5 mm thick fast scintillator (Pilot-U) and 20 mm thick 
slow ßGO scintillator (phoswich detector) read-out with one PM. The detector geometry 
of rlie formrd array is the following: one ring of 12 detectors at  < 0 >= 5" and 5 
rings each nf 16 deteetors at, < 0 >= 8", 10.5", 14", 18.5" and 23.5". The outer ring 
of rlie furwrd array slightiy overlaps with the BIC positioned in forward direction at 
< 8 >= 3iA7.  The phoswich detector allows to stop protons (a-particles) with energies 
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Figure 3.6: Electronic systems and computer net of the FOBOS setup. 
plioswich light pulse (Ltotal) by an analog differentiation of the photomultiplier currerit 
signal. Only tn-o integration gates (At fmt  = 100 ns and Atbtal = 400 11s) comrnon for all 
phoswich det ectors are necessary [56]. 
X particle-identification matrix (Ljmt vs LtOtal) of a phoswich detector represcntirig 
PLF from incornplete fusion of *'+Ar (36 AMeV) with 248C111 is given in fig. 3.5. Fast PLF 
can be observed a t  all possible Z. and also broad particle branches of H- and HP-iiticlri. 
Since the element resolution of a phoswich detector strongly depends on the exztct scttirlg 
of the integration gate for the fast component, a slightIy worse resoliition comparecl with 
the case of iising individual integration gates for each detector [51] is expcctcrcl. Howc.i.cr, 
this read-out system is ver? compact arid less expensive. 
3.5 Data acquisition system hardware 
The simplifietl striicture sclienie of the FOBOS electronic systerirs togethcr with riic I o d  
co~nputer net is shown in fig. 3.6. A detailrtl ciescriptioii ctf t!ir sysrem is givwi in {.37?. 
The electroriics of the gas-cletec'tors occiipies tcn C.Uf--IC' crates housirig thr spi>c.itii 
cligitizing electronics (8 crates) arid the control loqic tsgctlir~r with sorrie servicc riiilciiilcs 
(2 crates). Splitter arid del- boxcs m r t  US-elcctronics (1 cratesj. itnrl 1;iISTßLS inini- 
crate are uojtxl for the photo~ii~iltiplier read-out of thc scinri1l;~ror siidl arid thtl forwtrd 
a r r y .  
In order to niinimize rxpcnse and occupicd s c h ~ i i e  speiinl CXl1:lC blocks (Bragg 
digital prori.csot-s. BDP) hiivil Ileen ilesigii~d in t l l ~  Res~arvh Cmter  R~>SSPIICII>L.E f i x  rhe 
BIC data [50] processing. The BIC signal is shaped with a short time constant ( 7=0.2 or 
0.4 ps ) in a spectroscopic amplifier and digitized by an 8-bit flash-ADC with a quartz- 
stabilized sampling frequency of 10 MHz. When a signal is recognized by the threshold 
comparator, two special arithmetic units extract the values for ER and BP from this 
digitized curve. The control logic provides the coincidence condition with respect to the 
PSAC, a pile-up inspection, and the connection with the first-level trigger. 
The first-level trigger signal of FOBOS [58] is usually generated by the gas detector 
part, and the scintillators are read-out in the slave mode. However, a trigger signal can 
also be generated by the scintillator shell and/or the forward array. The entire TTL/ECL- 
based hardware of the trigger logic fills one CAMAC crate. The logic delivers either the 
LAM demand ("look at me") for data storage or a general RESET if the event inspection 
leads to a rejection of the event. 
Provided the BDP is not busy, a timing signal of the corresponding PSAC passes a 
special blocking and piIe-up inspection unit (LBIN) connected with the control logic of 
the BDP, Opens an event gate of At=200 ns duration, sets a bit in the coincidence pattern 
register and starts a TDC which will be stopped by the next RF-signal from the cyclotron. 
The event pattern is analyzed by a majority coincidence unit connected with the central 
event selector which induces a LAM demand if a preset multiplicity condition was fulfilled 
and there was no signal pile-up. 
After a LAM demand has been recognized, the VME processor reads the coincidence 
pattern register first and then the conversion results af the TDCs (TOF) and BDPs (BP, 
ER) which had fired. Subsequently, the QDCs of the scintillator shell and the forward 
array are serviced. The blocking signals of the LBINs are then removed, and the system 
waits for the nest event. 
The counting rates of events of different fragment multiplicity naturally differ by orders 
of magnitude. A special unit (major divider) which allows to modify the accepted rates 
concerning the event multiplicity has been developed to optimize the data storage. 
All CXMAC- and F-4STBUS-crates are connected with a main VME crate by means 
of the parallel VSB Differential Bus Estension (VDB). The VDB is well suited for multi- 
crrtte systems where different bus standards have to be controlled. The CA4M4C-to-WB 
interface is a single-width CAMAC crate controller STR 61O/CBV 1591 driven from the 
\-!IIE Subsystem Bus (1"SB) via the VSB Differential Cable. The specification of the 
CBV is similar to the CAMAC crate controller of type Al. It maps a portion of the VSB 
address space to the CXMAC (C,N,.4,F) and generates single CAhIAC cycles from each 
proper I'SB cj-cle. 
The E-4STBUS rnini-crate contains a 68030-processor board (CERN Host Interface. 
CHI), an IJO-Port. a LXN Ethernet module [59] and sis 96-channel F-ASTBUS QDCs (4 
of the C.A.E.X. E683C [CO] t?ype for CsI-data and 2 of the LeCroy [61] type for phoswicli- 
data). Tlie t'SB I/O-port provides an efficient interface between the CHI and the l i h l E  
~vorkstation where the CHI is operating in the VDB-slave niode. The CHI data memory 
is directly mapped into the local VSB address space, and the ELROCOM-6 processor 
riimidtt is treated in the Same manner as any local memorj-. 
=I singleboard cornputer EUROC05I-6 with a 68030 CPU builds the event data blocks 
[G". T h  1-5IE ~mrkstation sends the data blocks via Ethernet (LAX) and a fiberoptical 
link to a, SLN SP.4RC-station 10 which records them to the mass storage memory event- 
hy-c:scnta. The niasirrium data rate with respect to  the gas-detector Part of FOBOS is 
almlit 260 kbyte,/s. Due to the consersion time of the F-ASTBLS QDCs (1 ms) rates of 
50-100 kbyte/s are typical for the whoIe spectrometer. Therefore, the masimum permitted 
counting rate of FOBOS becomes 500-1000 events per second. It  is mostly restricted by 
other experimental considerations like the rate of random coincidences etc. 
3.6 Experimental data structure and software 
The EUROCOM-6 and the CHI are operating under the Microware real-time operating 
system OS-9 (professional). All time-critical tasks are moved to the module processors. 
The da ta  acquisition control program TINH [63] runs on the SUN SPARC-station 10. 
Quasi-on-line monitoring of the recorded data is performed using several P C  AT as well 
as X-terminals and the ATHENE data analysis software [64, 651, which via LAN organizes 
a direct access to the data just written to the disk memory of the SUN SP-4RC-station 
10. 
The data  file structure is characterized by sequential event storage into closed blocks of 
fixed length (512 bytes). A header contains information on defined parameters. The list- 
mode data  structure is adopted from the VMS-based data acquisition system HOOPSY 
1661 in order to use the available OLYMP data analysis package [67]. I t  is module-oriented 
information on fired detectors, listed by number in an event-pattern register. Up to  10 
parameters can be assigned to be read out per one pattern bit, and altogether 2000 
parameters can be handled by the program TINH as well. ,4 valid event is characterized, 
on average, by 20-30 parameters which are stored within N 2.5 ms. 
The PC-oriented ATHENE code 1641 was especially designed for a distributed analysis 
of the data  obtained at the FOBOS spectrometer using IBM P C  of a type AT 386 and 
higher. The program allows to read data written in the formats of the programs CXMDX 
[68], HOOPSY and OLYMP. Special transformation algorithms to read data  written in 
other formats are available. The version for 16 megabytes of XJlS-memory is capable to 
accumulate and to visualize simultaneously 20 ordinary histograms together with 50 color 
scatterplots (350 X 330 cells). The new and more powerful version .ATHEBE94 [65] mritteri 
in the object-oriented language C++ has been developed for real-time data processing on 
cornputers with UNIS-like operation Systems and an X-5~'INDOTTS en~ironment. 
The first step of the data processing consists in sorting oiit the so-called sirigle-files 
containing information on each fired detector separately. This recluced subset of the 
primary esperimental data is used for calibration purposes (see j6] arid refs. thereirij. 
The calibration is perforrned by iitilizing specially cleveloped software. except of stoppilig 
power calculations. 
Finally processed esperimental data are transforriied into a particIc-oriented st3ructiirt). 
This niearis. that ewch evmt is represerited b ~ -  a sct of particles of a wrtsin type arid 
velocity vector or/a~icl energy and angular coordinates, where the fired clctcctor riiimber is 
also a paranicter. Sonie calciilated everit-values are also arltlcd to rlic t h t a  (riiii~tipliciti~s, 
transferred linear rnomenturri cornponents etc). 
Chapter 4 
Scintillator shell of the FOBOS 
detector 
4.1 Design of the scintillator shell 
The scintillation process is studied, and photomultiplier-coupled scintillation detectors 
are widely used for the registration of ionizing radiation for about fifty years [69]. In par- 
ticular, inorganic CsI(T1) crystals have some attractive features. They are mechanically 
rugged, plastic, easily machinable and only slightly hygroscopic. The relative compact- 
ness of CsI(T1) counters due to the large stopping power of the scintillator, the high 
scintillation efficiency due to low quenching, and, last but not least, the market price 
make CsI(T1) one of the most appropriate scintillating materials for the detection of light 
charged particles and medium mass ions in nuclear research [70, 711. The CsI(T1) material 
has a moderate dependence of the light output on the crystal temperature of 0.28%/K in 
an usual temperature range (to be compared with -0.73%/K for BGO) [72]. Mainly these 
reasons caused the choice of CsI(T1) for the scintillator shell [73] of the 4~-a r ray  FOBOS 
[GI - 
The shell of CsI(T1) scintillator (CIS) detectors is arranged behind the BIC to reg- 
ister less ionizing LCPs and energetic IMFs which penetrate the gas-filled detectors. It 
consists of 210 hexagonal-shaped large-area crystals covering angles B N 19" - 162". The 
geometrically covered solid angle is 5.6 sr, the effective solid angle amounts to about 4 sr 
because of the reduced transparency of the inner detector shells. The angular resolution is 
limited by the dimensions of crystals to 9"- 11". ~losaics of 7 CsI(T1)-crystals are grouped 
together with their light-guides and photomultipliers inside the BIC cases covering 84% 
of-the BIC aperture. Rubber rings pressed to the phototubes serve as seals between the 
gas-volumes of the BIC and the atmosphere. 
The LCP-identification is carried out by applying the pulse-shape analysis method 1741. 
Governed by the intrinsic features of Tl-activated Cs1 the pulse-shape of the scintillation 
light depends on the ionization density produced by the incoming particle. The piilse- 
chape is characterized by several components of different decay times. The decay time of 
Ghe fast component (T!„~) ttnd the ratio of magnitudes of the major slow component to 
the fast con~pone~lt (h,ql„/hf„t) are sinoothly decreasing functions of the stopping power 
(dE / ds) [X]. 
Signals froni photomiiltipliers are integrated within two time gates in accordance with 
the pulse proccssing necessary for the pulse-shape analysis (PSA) 1761. Due to  the particle- 
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Figure 4.1: Examples of the best particle identification matrixes at the utmost forward (left 
panel) und backward (right panel) angles. A very good particle resolution i s  achieued for 
Z < 3, punch-through points (PTP) for H isotopes are easily recognizable. A descending 
branch consist of particles piercing a crystal. Because of the large amplification applied 
for backward oriented crystals a y-line appears above threshold. 
and energy-dependent decay constants of CsI(T1) ([75, 741 and refs. therein), the best 
LCP separation in the particle identification matrix (PIM) is observed with the timc: gates 
4 tfmt = 0 to 400 ns and A t,l„ = 1600 to 4600 ns. Initial values for these gates were esti- 
mated by simulations like those made in ref. [75] (Appendix, fig. 3.1). Real experimental 
conditions (timing, trigger logic etc.) in measurements with ehe vhole detector array 
required some modification of these time gates. 
LCP with Z < 3 are well separated with respect to their atomic and m a s  nunhers. 
The scatterplots illustrating the LCP-identification and the particle brariches in a pxrtiele 
identification matrix (PIM) are given in fig. 4.1. An ascending particle branch correspontls 
to completely stopped particles in a scintillator. Values of Lfmt and Lsl„ pararnetcrs 
grow with particle energy. Those particles ~vhich punch through a crystal deposit orily <t 
small amount of energy and this portion clecreases as the particle energy increase. These 
particles form an descending particle branch. There is rio Bragg peak in a crystaf fri-orri 
piercing particles, therefore their sigxials differ only in arnpIieiidc cmd all ct~sce~~tling lirics 
are overlapping. 
The resolution for heasier particles 2 > 3 is not as good. 011 the othrr ha~id.  tht) 
efficiency of Z > 2 registration in gas detectors is high (hydrogen is not seen in PSXC nt 
all, escept otily for fairly high voltage), If particles pierce fz  BIC their l i im in tlie L3IC 
plot (ER vs B P )  are overlapping. The particle identification of such cnergetic IXIF cnri 
be perforrned applying the LE-E-rnethod (fig. 4.7, left pancl) iising the criergy 1 0 s  iri 
a BIC and the light output of the scintillator. By this nieatis tlie riytiamic rangc of thtl 
FOBOS detector is corisiderably enlarged for IhIF sprctronietr~*. 
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Figure 4.2: Sketch of the general layout of a CsI(T1) scintillation detector unit (CIS). 
4.2 Scintillation detector unit 
:I single CIS detector unit [77, 781 (fig. 4.2) consists of a large-area (260 cm2 or 146 cm2) 
crystal which is grown under vacuum applying Kyropoulos' method (M0NOCRYST.K- 
REACTIV Company, Kharkov, Ukraine) and a hollow diffuse-reflecting light guide cou- 
pled to a spectroscopic photomultiplier (SPM) of the type FEU-173, 0170 mm or FEc- 
167, 0120 mm (EKRAN Company, Novosibirsk, Russia) . The photomultipliers are siir- 
rounded by cylindrical anti-magnetic shields. 
The thickness of the CsI(T1) crystals in forward-positioned detectors a t  polar angles 
of 73 = 23' to  52' amounts to 15 mm, the other part of the scintillator shell in the angular 
range of 19 = .33' to 157' consists of 10 mm thick crystals. These thicknesses allow to 
stop protons and cr-particles with energies up to N 64 AMeV and 51 AMeV, respectively 
(tab. 5.1) 
The  content of the Tl-activator in crystals amounts to  0.07-0.08%; mhich is an empirical 
optimum for high light output as well as good pulse-shape properties for LCPs. The 
samples of a regular hesagon shape were cut from the central part of 0500 Inm ingots. 111 
order to enhance the light output, the front side of the crystal is polished using organic. 
solvents to avoid a dead layer a t  the surface. For the same reason it is covered with a 
1.5-3 pm thick reflector foil of aluminized Mylar mounted at a distance of 3 mm from the 
siirfttce. The rear sidn of the crystal is rough to avoid inner total refiection a t  the read-out 
siirfi~ce and subsequent absorption losses of light. The  output was nieasured to be nearly 
30% higher as compared with double-sided polished crystals. 
The photomultipliers have large area trialcali photocathodes T\-ith high photocathotft 
sensitivi-  of typical 1 . 5 - 2 . 5 x 1 0 - ~ / l m  ancl due to  their spectral serisitivity range of 
X=300-850 nrn are ideally matched to the emission spectruni of CsI(T1) (X„, N 500 nni) 
The mnin problem of using large scintillators consists iri the position dependent detec- 
tor response indiiced byv (i) the noriuniform light output of the crystal, (ii) the nonuniforni 
photocathode scnsitivity and photoelectrori collection efficiency of the photomultiplier. 
(iii) the position dependerit light collection efficiency 
Figure 4.3: The princzple of the CIS detectors Layout in polar coordinates. CIS detectors 
(four modules) und other module centers (circles) are shown as they can be seen from thc 
backward hemisphere from outside towards the beam direction. Concentric circles corre- 
spond to polar angles of modules' centers. Gray contours, circles und letters correspond 
to the projection of the forward hemisphere. 
Scanning the crystals with the help of an U.-source and collecting the light with 8 
small diameter phototube, the radial non-uniformity of light output induced by i;he iriho- 
mogeneous dopant concentration was checked to be less than 2%. Coiiplirig of a crystal 
with conventional plexiglas light guide leads to a very large raclial variation of light col- 
lection up to a factor two. hfonte-Carlo sirnulations of light transport werr cnrritici oiii, 
for several types of light giiides. The hollow light giiide (hexagonal at the cryst;il sidc 
arid roiind a t  the opposite end) with a diffiise-reflecting inner siirface was foii~id to be r t iv  
best solutio~i. I t  is made fror11 zinc plated sheets of ~iietal. painted with wtiire TiO2-1~awl 
enainel solved in bntrtriol with a boron acid aclrnisture. The inner siirfaw of t l i ~  liqht 
guides have been pre-processed xi th  ;X sand-.jet for best, adlicsitm. The reflecltisity of th r  
inner surface amounts to 90%. Such a light guide diniinistics the position d~pcnderiw of 
the light collectiori to aboiit 5%. The light guide serses also as a crystal support aIlnu-iiig 
easy inclusion into a crystal mosttic. 
Diie to thc rough read-out surface arid the diffuse r~flectirig siirface of the f i o l l o ~  light 
guide the serious radial noiiiinifornlity of the photocathode responce is smostht:d diie t t ~  n 
rlearlv Iioniogeneous illiirninatiori arid. thcrefore, its infiucnee on the cnergy resolu~irin is 
0 I I I 1 I I I I I 1 I I I I I 1 
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Figure 4.4: T h e  Layout of CIS detectors in 8-&plane. Detectors marked with black spots 
haue been used in a data analysis of the JAN96 experzment. 
minimized. The energy resolution for 5.5 MeV a-particles amounts to 6-7% for collimated 
particles and 9%, if the entire surface of the crystal is illuminated [77]. 
4.3 The geometry of the scintillator shell 
The geometry of the CIS shell follows the modular structure of the gas-ball. The principle 
is illustrated in fig. 4.3. The numbering rule for individual crystals reflects the modiile 
number itself and the position of a crystal in a module related to its 9 and 4 coordinates. 
Severi individual crystals in one module are placed side-by-side in a plane a t  a certairi 
distance between their centers h (tab. 4.1) mounted together on a lid. The diameter d of a 
c r ~ s t n l  is measured between opposite Corners. The inner (central) crystal is placed a t  the 
distance R from the center of the FOBOS (the target position). Since the arrangerrient 
of the CIS-lids is also regular (as shown in fig. 4.3). the angular coordinates 9 and o of 
crystai ceriters can be calcrrlated. The true center of an outer crystal in a lid differs from 
the visible OIE due to a geonietrical perspective. The correction for the angle ,3 between 
innor arid outer crystals amoiints to about 1%. This has to be taken into account also in  
the calciilatio~is of the solid angles of crystals R„ and Cl„„. These important parameters 
are collected in tctb. 4.1. Angular coordinates of crystals are listed in tab. -4.1 (Appendis). 
Oppositely pssitioned crystals' numbers are to be found in tab. -4.2. 
The lqolr t  of crystals in the 8-&plane is shown in fig. 4.4. Two modules (# 8 ancl 
2Oj h v e  rist been plugged in during the JAS96 experimerit, arid sonie of detectors bar-c 
bcen switched off or excluded from the processing mairily due to failing of a corresporidirit: 
QDC-c+wiriel ancl orily two of theni becarise of a poor detection quality. The d u e s  of 
averctgti! polar arigles and total solid angles for this experiment for particular detector ririgs 
itre prcscatcd in tab. X.3. 
Table 4.1: The geometry of crystal mosaics. 
parameter 
distance from the center R / mm 
crystal diameter d / m m  
intercrystal distance h / mm 
intercrystal angle ß / d% 
inner crystal solid angle Sli, / msr 
outer crystal solid angle QOut / msr 
total solid angle in a lid Rtot / msr 
The nominal solid angle covered by CIS detectors amounts to 5.602 sr, i.e. 44.6% 
of the whole sphere, however it is reduced because of supporting grids (see Section 3.3). 
The Ni-mesh is not thick enough to stop all particle passing through the grid material, 
thus distorting the energy spectra and making the transparency energy- and particle- 
dependent. Gas volumes and foils in the flight path to scintillators also restrict the 
efficiency. The corresponding correction is described later. 
"large7' module 
896 
200 
178 
11.14 
32.06 
30.28 
213.7 
4.4 Scintillator shell electronics 
"small" module J 
861 
150 
135 
8.86 
19.60 
18.90 
133.0 
The complexity of the electronics associated with the large number of channels raises 
some difficulties related to their tuning, control and general managenient. Consequently, 
a number of additional demands need to be met by the design of CIS electronics and ctata 
acquisition, beside of usual requirements such as lots. noises and wide dynamic range: 
namely, a minimum number of connectors, a uniformity of signal processing. a fast reud- 
out of fired channels, a software control of settings and the lowest possible cost per channel. 
A compromise has been found in the folIowing tvay. 
The block-ccheme of CIS electronics is given in fig. 4.5. The correspotidiug sigrial 
structure is presented in fig. 4.6. Current signals from photomiiltipliers via 25 rn 75% 
cables are fed to the passive split-and-delay box consisting of 16-chanricf. platcs ( r r a t ~  
GU-type, Eurornechanics), speciallr; niariufactured in the Research Center Rosscridorf. 
For the purpose of the pulse-shape analysis the signals are split irito "f~st ' '  and "sloxs" 
branches. The 'Yast'hipnals are delayed by 200 ns dely-li~w chips FLtSETII F'D2-1- 
20051D. The branches are directly connectecl with recp~ctivc f m r  CI.4FB 96-cli;in:ir4 
ciirrent integrating analog-to-digital convertors (QDC). The CIrIFB FGSSC ifi0. 79j is I? 
single tviclth FACTBUS ~iiodulc. using I.AHJ0485 ;SO, S l j  fast churge intepratior: mini- 
plates providing 12-bit resolutiori for 15-bit dynmiic range. (Eor ~riiitsing QDC-charirit4s 
the 8-cliannel C-IE-4 QDCs in the C.'IlI--lC stnndard are uscti.? 
The integration gates for the "fast'"-@0 ns) itrid "slrtw" (3  ps ') sigiia'ls ; u r i  drlirertd I)? 
the REDG'C' gatc-and-delay generntrx [82j,. siipplicd tvith a fast rlrar logir.. f ligh kryumru 
(HE) from a cyclotron is fcd tlirough a tliscrimiriator ro ii NTSI strcilx qc~i~~rtztor.  ?'iie 
HF-signal Iias a separate tunable linis. Gates ux ttpt.;:t~.i by tho f i ~ t  WF-siga~tii 
coming after the TOF signal from the PS.?rC is rtcceptcd with tiie cielay of (timut 100 QS. 
An analog surn of signals froni each af the 7 clrteetors. corrrspon<lilig CO OIE r l ~ t c - ~ t o r  
W 
Eigure 4.5: The block-sehenie of the CIS shell e1ect.r.onic.s. 

module, is fed via buffer to a discriminator. Four CF8101 8-channel blocks [83] with 
program-controlled thresholds serve as discriminators. A simple first-level trigger signal 
of the CIS shell ("CsI-fired") is derived from the discriminator outputs "OR" and fed 
into a gate-and-dear logic. The signaI "CsI-fired7' is sent into the central event selector 
and used as a "start" in "CsI-master" mode only. The ECL outputs of CF8101 are fed 
through a differentiating chain into corresponding four SILENA 8-channel timing ADCs 
[84]. These blocks provide time-of-flight signals of CIS detectors and also serve as pattern 
registers for CIAFB QDCs readout, one KOT-bit per a 7-crystal module. 
Getting a LAM the EUROCOM-6 VME CPU after reading the front-ends of the gas 
detectors looks for CIS KOI bits. If a bit is Set, the corresponding data portion (7 "fast" 
and 7 "slow" signals) from QDC blocks are transferred after conversion to a VME buffer. 
The conversion time amounts to about 1 ms for the 96 channels of the CIAFB QDC. 
Then all conversion results are scanned and those exceeding a given threshold value are 
added to the event data. If there is an event in gas detectors but not in the CIS shell or 
an event has been rejected by the fast trigger of the gas detectors, the "Fast Clear" signal 
prevents the conversion in the CIAFB thus shortening the dead time by 1 ms. 
Because the multiplicity of fired CIS in one module not often exceeds one and timing 
signals of CIS are not used in data processing directly, one common timing signal (CS) per 
module seems to be a good compromise between TDC costs and data quality. If a t  least 
one CIS in a module has fired, it causes the read out of all QDCs in that module. The 
output of non-fired detector QDCs contains then a QDC-pedestal value, thus forming 
a sharp peak in spectra of parameters CF (L fm t )  and CS (Lsl„) in the ratv data. A 
parameter C T  and 7 pairs CF-CS correspond to one bit in the event pattern. 
The high voltage power supply system is based on CAEN SY403 blocks [85] (64 inde- 
pendent channels per crate). They are filled with 16-channel A503 series plates providing 
a bias of up to 3000 V by 0.2 V steps and a current of up to 3 mA independently for 
each channel. The typical bias is around 1600 V. The values are chosen such as to fill the 
whole dynamical range of a QDC. The HW blocks can be controlled via coaxial50S2-cable 
with the CAbIAC block C117B [86] utilizing the H.S.CAENET protocol (1 Mbaud). 
4.5 Test of self-consistency and stability of data 
The separate processing of the gas- and CIS shell data in the data acquisition system might 
lead by a number of reasons to a synchronization violation in the data flom. It means, that 
fission fragments, registered in the gas-modules for a certain reaction would be cornbintd 
with light charged particles frorn either a preceding or a succeeding events. If this happeris. 
it can significantly affect the physical results obtained. The strong correlation betxecri 
physical observables such as linear momentum transfer (LMT) and LCP multiplicity, as it  
will be showri below. demonstrates, that such event mising does not really happen in most 
of the events. However, it is necessarv to  look for the direct correlations betweeri d m  
frorn the gas- and the crystal-shell. It has been done also in the 14N (34 AMeV)+10'-4ii 
esperirnent [U]. 
Indeed. rnost of particles with Z >_ 2 and also a fraction of 2=2 particles are t rackd 
in PSAC, thus forcing a read otif of BIC data. If particles have enough energy to puncli 
tiiroiigh a BIC ancl are registered in a CIS, one can set-up a AE-E-telescope, utilizirlg 
the E signal frorn ü BIC (Grc) as -1E and the "fast" signal af a CIS detector (Lf„t) iis 
Figure 4.7: Coincidences between gas detectors and CIS-data under the condition of Z 2 2 
in a CIS detector: the AE - E telescope (left panel) and the X - Y P S A C  m a t r i z  (right 
panel). T h e  ring corresponds to the PSAC frame and the arrow shows the  direction of 
growing 8. All the coordinates are given in channels. 
E. This check has been done on-line during the experiment. The observed matrix for the 
detector #015 is presented in fig. 4.7 (left panel). One can See separated particle lines up 
to Ne, also isotopes of 6Li and 7Li seem to be resolved. Siicfi a nicely resolved structure 
has been observed also in a ZBrc vs Ljmt projection. 
In order to  get rid of most of the accidental coincidences and thus to pet a clearer 
picture, only He and heavier particles registered in the scintillator have been selected by 
means of gates in corresponding particle identification matrices (PIhl). In case of only 
piercing particles being selected in a EBIC vs ZBIC matrix, one can espect, because of the 
good angular resolution of a PSAC, a perfect projection of the hexagonal crystal sliapc! 
onto the coordinate plane of a PSAC. This hexagon should be accompanied 1)y some 
moderate number of dispersed counts mostly due to coincidences with slow alphas and 
fission fragments. Such a picture is presented in fig. 4.7 (right panel). Oiie can sec more 
counts concentrated in a lower part of the hexagon. because i t  corresponds to a s~iiixller 
polar angle, thus reflecting an angular dependence. 
The other source of errors in the data is an instability. If it is caiisticl by ix slow cirift 
of parameters, and reasons for it arc known (sec below), it cari be cmreeted hy fising of 
run-by-run averaged parameters at  an overall mean level. Such a procediire is uscrl to 
correct the time-of-flight in the gas part of FOBOS. This procedure caiinot be applietl to ari 
individual CIS so easilt; because the rnean nrrrnber of coirnts per detector in tlie scintillatrw 
part is approsiniately tree tiines lower. arid, because LCP are rnostly forswrd pealred. ;Li1 
order of magnitude svorse in backward sciritillators. Therefore tht. niain prableiii is tr, 
distinguish short terrn deviations from a real paramcter drift. especiztlly in the ciutorriati~d 
processing mode. 
-4 number of sources of instabilities diiring the esperiment rnnst be considcred. Comt 
of them can be excliided: naniely, (i) the photomxiltiplier (PM) HIT-supply is digititlly 
stabilized, (ii) positioris of QDC-pedestals are found to be the samt; for each rixn. Howver, 
onn 
"V" I I C cis 033' T I I 1 -  7 -  - CIS 034 
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Figure 4.8: The drift of the C F  parameter for two CIS in the second part of the JAN96 
experiment. The  correlation between alpha and praton C F  oscillations in C I S  033 i s  
obvious. Data without particle identification are marked as "total". Oscillations in CIS 
034 deserve n o  correction. 
light output from crystais, PM efficiency and electronic thresholds can drift. I t  is known, 
that a Pb1 Comes to the steady state of operation only after some days. -4 PM amplification 
can be affected by magnetic stray fields from beam line and cyclotron which depend on 
operation conditions due to insufficient shielding. The light output of CsI(T1) in low 
radiation fields is mainly affected by the temperature. Bad contacts in a HV power supply. 
if any, can cause serious oscillations, and electronical noise is supposed to deteriorate 
rnainly energy- and particle resolution. 
In order to check the stabilit21 of the detectors' output during the experiment, sorne 
measured values are utilized. Average values for the parameters CF and CS, also with 
respect to different particle types, are analyzed as a function of the run number. The total 
~iurnber of counts per detector and the dispersion of parameters are also considered. An 
esaniple of the osciIlations of average t-alues is given in fig. 4.8 (left frame). If there was a 
drift in parameters, caused by reasons mentioned above, the behaviour of average values 
<CF> aiid <CS> for protoris and alphas shoulcl be strongly correlated. Moreover, in the 
mse of a non-stochastical slow drift of Parameters a correlation between neighboring runs 
shorild occiir. In order to get a feefing of the correlations~evel, one can look first a t  t h ~  
correlntion coefficients for a special case. 
The correlation coefficient between tn'o sets of d u e s  z, and y, is given by 
whrm .F arid ij are avf-rage values of X,  and yi. Setting, for esumple, yi = xi-1, one obtains 
thc self-correlatiori valiie. 
hrdifitfirtf from timt oof iss:. d ie re  staristical wcights are not included 
The statistical weights wpi are normalized to unity by means of the equation Cg, uPi = 
1, where p denotes either X or y. The weight of the value pi is proportional to the number 
of measured cour& 1% from which pi is determined. Then 
where Api = a p i / f l  and api is the dispersion of pi. 
For a large number of probes n (according to ref. [88] for wPi = 1) the values zi and yi 
are correlated (or anticorrelated) a t  the confidence level of 1 -a if the following inequality 
is fulfilled: 
where r is the correlation coefficient given by eq. 4.1, and z, corresponds to the confidence 
level I-a! in terms of the Error-function: 
The inequality 4.3 is true for any r E [-I; 11 if Ir/ > r„ where rn is the critical 
correlation coefficient defined by this inequality. Some values of r, are given in table 4.2. 
The typical analyzed chain of runs is of a length about n=50. The reasonable critical 
value of r, N 0.25 is deduced from the data analysis. Experimental values uf the correla- 
tion coefficients are given in Table 4.3 for the detectors shown as an exarnple in fig. 4.8. X 
visible difference in the data is reflected in the coefficients. The obvious correlation of the 
<CF> parameter for alpha and protons in CIS 033 results in large coefficicnts r for the 
detector 033. Large self-correlation values correspond to visible macro-rlrifts of the pa- 
rameter <CF>. On the contrary, correlation and self-correlation coefficients for CIS 0:34 
are smaller than 0.25, indicating less correlation. Coefficients cafculated with statisticd 
weights reveal obviously larger values than those without weights. because mighted cocffi- 
cients are less sensitive to stochactical noises. The correlations between <CF> for protons 
and alphas on the one hand side and the total data (e.g. without pctrticlc-scparittiori) 0x1 
the other hand side are rather strong. -4 low correlation level of e w i  thr: ,zriticnrrelalioxr 
would indicate problems with particle separation, because the Proton- anti i~lphü-data are 
major components of the total data. 
The correlation analysis revealed 26 detectors in the formard hernisphert~, wlterr str1rnt3 
instability occurs. In general. the stability of the ditta semns to be rather good isetl r l i ~  
last line in Table U), however some problcms still remrti~i. The rzpplicnricm r?f thc3 cww- 
lation analysis in the backward he~nisphere is qiiectioriablr bccniise r t f  riir l t w  sftttistirid 
Table 4.3: Values of the experimental correlation coeficient T ,  calculated for C F  signal 
from detectors presented in Jig. 4.8. The index W means, that weights are used, "all" 
denotes no  particle type selected, "self" correspond to self-correlation i n  the given parti- 
cle data. The  last line represents mean values over 82 selected detectors i n  the forward 
hemisphere (FH), the standard error i s  N 0.02 for each coeficient. 
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Figure 4.9: The Fourier-freqvency spectrum for CIS 01 7. Half-a-week and daily peaks are 
recognizable, other peaks are not  reliable. See text for detailes. 
':-He r ~ - ~ e  ';-total rAe-total rgself T ~ , s e l f  ' Z e , s e l f  ' tOtal ,se~f - 
0.70 0.38 0.86 0.88 0.56 0.47 0.63 0.57 
accuracy. The origin of instability is not clear, however, the correlation analysis is useful 
in checking different hypotheses. For instance, the possibility of the QDC-amplification 
drift is excluded by considering the correlation coefficients between <CF> and <CS>. 
They are found a t  the level of ~ 0 . 9 6 .  Such a high correlation level is not possible in the 
case of a drift in the individual channel, because "fast" and "slow" signals are processed 
even in different QDC plates. 
In order to understand the origin of the parameters' drift it was tried to  perform a 
Fourier-frequency analysis (FF.4) of the average-value oscillations like in ref. [89]. It is 
rather difficult to calculate frequencies precisely, because there is no real time parameter 
in the data, however one can assume a rough time scale of 253 hours/run. Some resiilts, for 
example, for CIS 017, are shown in fag. 4.9. One cannot rely on sub-daily frequencies, but 
the existence of half-weelcly perioci and daily period seem to be obvious. Similar results 
are obtained for all analyzed detectors. Subtracting a linear trend or siniply a constant 
fract,ion before FF-I, one can locate these peaks even better, but only the analysis based 
on a real time paranieter woiild provide reliable results. 
The half-wek period can be compared with that  from ref. [89], but it originates more 
probably frorn the limited observation time. The  daily period can be attributed to a 
number of reasons, first of all to the dy-night  temperature difference and also to an often 
observed day-night, difference in the beam quality. The latter is, of Course, incorrectable. 
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4.6 The scintillator shell data processing 
The punch-tlirougli Points (PSI?), needecl for tlie calibration, are defined in tlie middle 
of the steep spectrum dope at thc end of the ascending particle branch (fig. 4.10). The 
choice of the point is based on the idea, that a thiclc scintillator can be imagined as a 
sandwich of two thin crystals. The corresponding continuous sp ectriim of the thiclc crystal 
should be a sum of syminetrical spectra of the tliin crystals. The punch-through point for 
one tbin crystal should be at the same time the "punch-in" point for another one. This 
P T P  position corresponds also to the salient point on tlie descenciing particle branch. 
The energy calibration is described in Chapter 5. The particle energy at the target 
position is reconstructed talcing into account all penetrated media on a particle fight path. 
Every individual PIM is scaled by means of a linear transforniation to an "ideal" PII\/I, for 
which tlie geometry of particle branches and inter-branch separators are calculated (see 
Appendix, tab. B.2). Using these data one gets automatically a particle type togetlier 
with the energy calibration. This saves a lot of time as ccampared to maniially set particle 
identification gates in cacli individual PIM. Because pcarticle separators arc clefined as 
some non-iritersecting functions, particle lines for H isotopes are adclitionally eilt-OE near 
a PTP position. Tlie otlicr lvay to separate particles witlioiit gates might be to use some 
particle iclentification functions, lilc~c in ref. [90]. 
The above procediircs are applicablc to event-by-event processing. There are some 
reasons leading to a distortion of the shape of spectra. 12 thin supporting grid of 50 prn 
Ni ion the flight path affccts one forth of all particles. Tlie Same happens because of 
coordinate wires in PSACs. This leads besides energy loss to an additional reduction of 
transparency. The registration efficiency itself dcpends on tlie velocity of tlie emitting 
source as well. Corrections of tliese factors cannot be done event-by-event. Althougli the 
precise correction is impossible, two rough procedures can be appliecl. 
The correction proccclurc iri thc case of an etcliecl Ni-rnesh is thc following. The aEected 
energy spectrwn is split first into small energy steps. Tlie distribution of counts among 
split channels plays no rolc - tlie smooth interpolation instcad of uniform distribution 
results only in some srnall corrections (fig. 4.11, left panell). The total number of counts in 
tlie spectrum rcrnains, of course, the same. In order to get a reasonable statistical accuracy 
esperimental LCP spectra arc accumulated into 2 MeV cnergy bins. A reasonable steps 
for split spectra are fourid to be 0.2 MeV . 
The split spectriirn is treated in the following way. The channel niiinber H with the 
highest energy EH is trcatcd as containing NH only non-affected particles (with thc prob- 
ability 3/4). Bccause of thc 3/4 mesh transparency the nurnber A N  = Nfl/3 should 
be addcd to Nfr, at the sarne time A N  is subtractecl from tlie cl-iannel number L corre- 
apcincling to tbe energy EL = EII - AE(EII ) ,  where AE(Err) is tlic cncrgy loss in 50 prn 
Ni. Then the same step is perfornncd with tlic channel number H - 1 arid so On, down 
to the lowest cnergy. Aft,crwards the spectrum of redistributed co~ints is sumrned ~vitli 
the energy steps of the initial spectriirn of 2 MeV. Such a simple procedure is able to 
reeonstruct an affccted spectriirn. An esa~nplc is given in tlic fig. 4.11 (right panel). 
Tlie nest stcp ctirricd at cl correction of tlle shape of a spectra modificd due to par- 
ticle emission froni a movirig sourcc. Spcctra anslyzccl befow are assiinied to  originate 
frsnn the cornpound nucleus. Tlie registration cfficiency then can be simulated using the 
experimeiitally nieastired sourcc velocity distribations, restored from the fission fragment 
Ieinernatics. 
T h  registration efliciencies arc explorccl bymeans OE an event-by-event siinulation. A 
SourCe with thc given velocity V, (the co~nporient parallel to the bearn axis) emits, in its 
Energy / MeV Energy / MeV 
Figure 4.11: Left panel: Splitting of the spectrum into small steps with the uniform und 
smooth distribution. T h e  cut-in illustrates the method idea (see text). The  model a-particle 
spectrum (squares) haue been passed through 50 pm Ni-mesh with 75% transparency. Right 
panel: T h e  aflected spectrum (circles) has then been reconstructed (line). The agreement 
of initial und reconstructed spectra i s  very good, at least for a smooth spectrum. 
rest frame, particles into the whole sphere isotropically and with a uniform energy distri- 
bution. Orthogonal components of the source velocity are gaussian-like distributed. The 
distribution tvidths W ,  and W ,  depend on U ,  because the contribution of the momentum 
removal by LCP grows with LMT. Experirnentally measured W ,  = W ,  are represented for 
convenience by a linear approximation (fig. 4.12). 
The velocity of a particle in the laboratory frame is calculated as the vector sum of 
the particle's c.m. velocity and the source velocity. The energy spectra are accumiilated 
if the particle hits the detector and produces a signal above threshold. The normalization 
of the resulting spectra to the initial one immediately gives the efficiency. An example of 
simulated spectra is given in fig. 4.13. 
The quantitative results obtained from particle spectra which will be discrrssed later in 
chapter 6 are obtained after all necessary corrections, they will not be mentionecl further. 
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Figure 4.12: Left panel: Distributions of emitter (c.m.) velocities V ,  parallel to the beam 
azis. Right panel: The  width of a gaussian distributzon W of emitter velocities perpendic- 
ular to  the beam axis. The  dependence o n  lvzl i s  assurned for interpolation purposes to be 
a linear function. 
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Figure 4.13: The ~egistration eficiency for protons (left) und a -pa~ t i c l e s  (right) emitted 
into 47r sr calculated for the azimuthal angle region 6 = 100 - 150". Euch line corresponds 
to one emit ter velocity i n  the listed order. The bold line corresponds to  a resting emitter. 
The solid angle covered amounted to 0.35 X 4sr sr. 
Chapter 5 
Calibration of t he scintillator 
detectors of FOBOS 
5.1 Calibration problern' 
The energy calibration of a scintillator response is commonly based on tlic rncasurerncnt 
of the t o t d  light output; the dependencc on the sliaping time Iias also to be consideretl 
[92].  Often a few calibration points are obtained by a direct expositiori of tlic ctetector to 
radioactive sources or ion beams, exploiting then an additional AE or TOF information 
for fiirther analyses. The energy calibration is then obtained by fitting tlie data with 
sophisticated empirical functions for the light output L(E)  [93, 941 or E ( L )  [95]. S i ~ l i  
functions can also be the resiilt of analytical calculations based on rnodels for both tlie 
energy deposition along tlic ioii traclc in the scintillator ancl the lu~ninescencc process [96]. 
The light output of CsI(T1) manifests a strong dependence on the energy (E) of t,hc 
incoming particles arid also on their atomic (2) and inass nunibei (A). Furthcrmcm, thc 
scintillation-light puIse-sbape is a complicated function of the stopping powcr dE/dn; (cf. 
ref. [75] and refs. thcrein). Hcncc, much attention has dready bcen paid to tlic problern of 
detector calibration. Thcre are some common features in thc scintillation liglit processing 
in spite of the different operation modes of tlie CsI(T1) crystals (e.g. iitiliziilg them in tlzc 
usual regime or in a phoswich combination with other scintillators [95, 97, 981, in AE(Si)- 
E(Cs1) telescopes [75, 991, the TOF-E(Cs1) analysis [100, 781, also czpplying pliolotlioclc 
read-out [101, 102, 901 etc.). In particular, the pulse-shape analysis (PSA) rriethod [75, 743 
is used to search for the best particle separation and energy resolution for light cliargctl 
particles (LCP) in ¿I wicle dynamical rarige (Appcndix, fig. B.l) .  
The aim of thc present work is to perforrn rn energy calibration of tlic CsI(T1) sciii- 
tillators (CIS) used in the outer shell of FOBOS [73] for the LCP spcctxa iecorded iii t,lic 
absence of specially measrired refcrence points. She  only available inforniation is givcn ljy 
the punch-through points (PTP) of different LCPs, arid the correspoiidirig ericrgy valiics 
are thc largest energies whicli can be dcpositcd in tlie crystal by tthcse particlm. Moreovcr, 
the variant of PSA iiscd at FOBOS for LCP scparation docs not dclivcr tlic total liglit 
oiitput, i.e. the total integral of the light pulse, biit orily two ~xirtial oiies. PVC, tficreforc, 
applied a rntlier simple rriodel for tlie simulatiori of tlie CsI(T1) light piilsc in dcpcridciiee 
on the type of the incoining ioii (2, A) arid its energy E aiicl, f u r t h ~ r ,  sirniilntcd tlic pnr- 
lTlris cliapter has becn published by the author in tlle "Nuclear Iiistriments arid Metliods ...'Y 91; 
Figure 5.1: Sumrned particle identification matrix (PIM) for the CsI(T1) detectors po- 
sithoned at 61,b = 28" to 47" (An = 0.4 sr). This PIM represents 40% of the entire 
data bodg recorded for the reaction 14N (53 AMeV) f 232 Th. The energy scale extends to  
~3'110 MeV. 
tick identification matrix (PIM) as it follows from the application of the PSA method 
under real experimental conditions. These matrixes reveal very useful scaling properties 
for the calibration procedure of the altogether 210 CsI(T1) detectors of FOBOS (fig. 5.1). 
In the following, the calibration method is described in detail. A first attempt to apply 
such a method has been published earlier [103]. 
5.2 Calibration method 
Under the assumption that all CsI(T1) crystals of the scintillator shell have similar prop- 
erties (that was guaranteed by the manufacturer), that all photomultipliers are operated 
in a linear regime, and that all signals are processed in an equial manner, one expects 
that all PIMs look similar, and one can sum them up into one PIM after some linear 
transformation accounting for different gains. Therefore, we scaled the individual PIMs 
to each other by use of the point E=O (pedestal position) and PTP. The summed PIM is 
shown in fig. 5.1. Indeed, resolved particle branches occur for the H and He isotopes, also 
for 6He and 8He. Furthermore, branches of heavier particles are clearly Seen. Usually, 
these branches are very weak in the PIMs of the individual detectors due to low statis- 
tics. Note that the scaling procedure does not lead to a loss of resolution for the particle 
identification. 
The largest energies of H, He and Li isotopes which can be deposited in the CsI(T1) 
crystals by were calculated using the stopping power code STOPPOW [104], and are 
given in Table 5.1. Particles with these energies manifest themselves in PTP. Particles 
with higher energies are not stopped in the crystals. They pierce them, and the deposited 
energy becomes successively lower with increasing incident energy. Hence, the particle 
branches, after reaching the PTPs, turn backward (descending branch, fig. 41 )  approach- 
ing the branch of low-ionizing particles (electrons, y-rays). The PTPs are well pronounced 
in the PIMs of forward-positioned detectors. 
The CsI(T1) crystais are manufactured with precision of 0.1 mm. Therefore, the PTPs 
can be treated as intrinsic energy reference points suitable for calibration purposes. The 
Table 5.1: Maximum energy losses of light ions in  the CsI(T1) crystals of  the scintillator. 
shell of FOBOS (PTPs). 
I Particle 1 AMeV MeV 
1 1468 
i tritons i 
Detector number 
Figure 5.2: Coordinates  o f  punch-through points  in indiv idual  CsI(T1) detectors  aftel- 
appl icat ion of  t h e  scaling procedure. Solid symbols  denote  t h e  coordinates Lfat,  Open 
symbols  d e n o t e  t h e  coordinates LSl„. 
clear indication that PTPs are really reliable is given in fig. 5.2. The relative error of the 
determination of the PTP-coordinates from PIMs of individual detectors is typically off 
about 2%. The scaling procedure, therefore, is based on PIMs with well pronounced PTPs. 
It brings the particle branches, and naturally also the PTPs, of all CsI(T1) detectors t o  
superposition. 
The PTPs are weakly pronounced or absent a t  all in the detectors positioned in the 
backward hemisphere of FOBOS. To add these PIMs to the summed PIM too, we applied 
the following method. We first constructed an "ideal" PIM (Appendix, table B.2) out of 
such individual PIhk, where a good particle resolution is observed and the PTPs (mainly 
those of the H isotopes) are clearly pronounced as well. A special procedure was also 
developed utilizing the shapes of the particle branches in the PIhIs for scaling purpose. 
It is based on the simulation of the PIM as it follows from the application of the PSA 
method. Simultaneously, relative energy scales for the individual particle branches are 
generated. The normalization of the simulated PIM at the PTPs then delivers the absolute 
energy scales. By a suitable variation of the energy- and particle-dependent parameters 
being model ingredients of the scintillation light pulse-shape, the esperimentally observed 
shapes  of the particle branches in the PIM can easily be generated. The obtained relative 
energy scales can then be used for the scaling of the PIMs without PTPs for adding therm 
to the "ideal1T1M. In the following, this method is described in detail. 
5.3 Simulation of the particle identification matrix 
Tlie simulation of the PIM as iit follows from the PSA method used is based on the approx- 
imation of the CsI(T1) scintillation light pulse-shape L(t) (eq. 5.1) by three exponential 
firnctions with thc characteristic time constants ri ; a few hundreds of nanoseconds for 
Figure 5.3: Calculated shape of a scintillation light pulse of CsI(Tl),  constructed by su- 
perposition of t h e  fast und slow components of a n  a-particle of 50 M e V  energy. T h e  t i m e  
gates are shown as they were set in the experiment. 
the "fast" light component ( r f a s t  ): a few thousands of nanoseconds for the "slo~v" light 
component (rs lOw ), and 10 to 100 ns to take into account the pulse rise-time ( T ~ „ , ~ ) .  
hstow t h f a s t  t h/ront t L ( t )  = -exp(--) i- -exp(- - )  - -exp(-_-). ( 5 . 1 )  
rslow Tslo~o T f  ast Tf ast Tf ront 1 front 
hfast and fbslow denote the magnitudes of the ttvo light components. Coordinates of the 
PIM are the integrals Lfmt and Lsl„ of L ( t )  taken for the hardware-set time gates Ati. 
Tlie values of Atfast = [80,480] ns and Atslow = [920,3920] ns are used in the esperiment 
(fig. 5.3). The time constant rslow is known to be nearly particle-independent and to 
take values in the range of 4 to 7 PS. The ratio R = hsl„/hfast as well as the decay 
time constant of the fast component rfast are decreasing functions of the stopping power 
dE/dx ([73] and refs. therein). The function rfmt shows some satiiration effect near a 
stopping power of 1000 MeV/cm [105]. 
The properties of CsI(T1) crystals strongly depend on their quality and T1 concentira- 
tion. So obtain analytic expressions for the dependence of R and i-fast On E and the type 
of particle (2, A), the appropriate empirical functions R(E,  2, -43 and r f „ , ( E ,  Z, A) are 
fitted to the experimental clata from ref. [?SI. She dependence on the type of psrticle 
is given in terms of the quenching parameter q = A Z ~ .  SO limit the ntlrnber of fittirig 
Parameters, the following expressions were folund to be suited: 
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of CsI(T1) data of ref. [75] (symbols) with our approximations 
(Eines) based o n  a quenchzng parameter systematics. The arrows show the rise of the decay 
t ime  of the fast light component (upper panel) und of the ratio between the magnitudes of 
the slow und fast light components (lower panel) with AZ2 as a function of the energy of 
a n  incident particle. 
where the fitting parameters assumed values of T ,  = 365 ns, TI = 3323 ns, Ro = 4, and 
d = 0.081. The parameter Q was found to be slightly dependent on q. An analytic 
expression for extrapolation purposes was found in the form of 
The functions R(E, q) and rfaSt(E, q )  may not represent the best fit for each particle type 
individually, but they describe the general trend sufficiently well (fig. 5.4). 
If the ratio of the light components R is given, the absolute values for hfast and hslow 
can be derived from the normalization of the total integral of L ( t )  to the total light output 
LW)  
l L ( t ,  E1 2, A ) d t  = h s l m  + h f a s t  - hfTont- (5.5) 
0 
She latter is set equal to the expression given in ref. [93], 
Figure 5.5: The  real particle identzfication matrix LSl„ vs Lfmt of a CsI(T1) detector i s  
compared with the szmulated one. They are scaled to euch other using punch through point 
for 3H,  marked as an enlarged Symbol. Deuiations of simulated lines from real ones don't 
exceed few percent even n o  fit is  performed. 
where E is the energy deposited in the CsI(T1) crystal, a(Z ,  A) is the quenching constant, 
and S is the scintillation efficiency. By the condition Lt,, = 0 the value of hfront is 
connected tvith R as well as with the time constants and thus can be easily estiniated. 
Performing the simulation of the PIM for given types of particles, intervals of incident 
energy and time gates (Atfmt,AtSl„), we simultaneously get the relative calibration curvces 
Lfnst(E) and LsLOw(E) for every particle branch. The simulated PIM is shown in fig. 5.5, 
calculations for different time gates are given in Appendix, fig. B.1. 
The normalization of the simulated PIM to the "ideal" PIM with reference t s  the 
positions of the PTPs delivers the particle-dependent absolute energy scale. The shnpes 
of the particle branches in the simulated PIM can principally be modified to approach the 
experimentally observed ones by slight variations of the parameters of eqs. 5.2 and 5.3,  
accounting in this manner for the properties of the CsI(T1) crystals iised. 
Since Atfmt < AtSloW: tlie contribution of iioise in the measnircci t-i~lues of Lfas t  is 
significantly less than in L,1„. On the other hand, L,!„ is less senaitivc to m a l l  cnergies. 
1% used L f m t ( E )  for the calibration of the spectra of LCPs within tfie entire dunnmic 
rarige. The calibration curves for both light cornponents with respect to the time gates 
used are shown in fig. 5.6. 
The energy losses of the particles On the Aight path from the targct tu the GsI(T1) 
crystals in the penetrated detector materials (i.e. the PSAC foiis, the windom and ths  g& 
voiume of the BIC, the Mylar reflector foil) were calculated ming the code S?Y~PPOILV 
[ l O ~ l ] .  The dead iaycr a t  the surface of the CsI(T1) crystal l l O G j  is ver>? tliin and was 
negIected. A useful empirical expression for the correction of the energy fosses b s  betl11 
L / arb.u. 
slow 
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Figure 5.6: Simulated calibration curves for the slow (upper left corner) und fast (lower 
right corner) P S A  components recorded for t ime gutes Atfast = 80 to 480 ns  und 
Atsl„ = 920 to 3920 ns, respectively. For better uisuality, the fast component i s  plot- 
ted in a logarithmic scale. 
deduced (fig. 5.7), 
E, = [(Ed + Eo)& + ~ " 1 ~ ' "  - Eo, (5.7) 
mhere Et and Ed are the energies of the particles at the target and in the CsI(T1) crys- 
tal, respectively, and Eo, C and a! are fitting parameters (Appenldix, table B.l). The 
approximated function Ed(Lf„t) can be mitten in the form 
The fit coefficients a, b, cl, d l ,  cz, d2 calculated for the simulated dependence L a,qt(E) are 
given in the Appendix, table B.2. 
5.4 Shape-scaling method 
As aIready mentioned above, PTPs are not available in some cases. There are mainly two 
reasons for this. First, the energies of the particles emitted into the backward hernisphere 
(in the lab-systern) are lower due to kinematics. Secondly, a significant error in'the PTP 
determination occurs due to low counting rates in backward-oriented crystals. If the PIM 
is not distorted by other infiuences, it can be scaled to the "ideal" one by use of the shapes 
of the particle branches. The idea is demonstrated in the following. 
?"wo lines of diEerent curvature, e.g. 
10 100 
Iniitial energy E 1 MeV 
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Figure 5.7: Energy losses of the LCPs o n  their flight path from t h e  target t o  the  CsI(T,E) 
detector. T h e y  were calculated using the code S T O P P O W  [104]. 
can unambiguously be scsled to pass through two arbitrarily chosen points in some area 
(X, y) by means of the transformation 
where the coefficients k, and k, can be defined analytically. 
Such a transformation cannot be applied directly to the esperimental PIhfs, because 
the particle branches are not significantly curved. Thus, small discrepancies in the shapes 
of the particle branches in the PIMs together with the effect of noise lead to intolerable 
uncertainties. Non-linearities of such kind introduce variatioris of the coefficients bi iof 
about 13% and 26% for protons and a-particles, respectively. 
Therefore, we constructed a model of the "ideal" PIbd using empiricctl functions for 
the description of the particle branches, 
where the index i clenotes the type of particle (2, A).  The coefficients kirnt ancl k,1„, are 
found by minimization OE a X2-like functional 
Of Course, a suitable choice of FZdeal is important. Functions of the form like eq. 5.9 in 
general fit the particle branches tvell. But they fail in the region 05 fow energk that bceomes 
critical for the PIMs of backward-positioned detector~. Therehre, we iise furictions of t h ~  
form of eq.5.8 for ,Ls1„ aad Lfast. Then the corresponding functional becomes 
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Figure 5.8: Comparison between the both x2-cakculation methods und using punch-trough 
points ("absolute7'). They  are identicab for the most of detectors. The  arrow shows a n  
ezception, where due to some qualzty reasons the discrepancy is  significant. 
where X and Y are the two components of the PSA, j denotes a point in the experimental 
PINI, and F represents any function X = F(Y, 2, A) of the type like eq. 5.11. 
There is also another way to define the X2-like functional. 
The points (Xj, Y,) are arbitrarily but nearly equidistantly scanned along the entire par- 
ticle branches of the PIM. The coefficients k ,  and k, are then obtained numerically by 
setting the derivatives d x 2 / d k ,  and d x 2 / d k ,  equal to zero. 
The solutions of eqs. 5.13 and 5.14 are found to be identical for PIIvIs with well resolve~d 
particle branches. They also perfectly describe the PIMs with pronounced PTPs (fig. 5.8). 
Discrepancies with respect to less resolved PIMs or PIMs without pronounced PTPs are 
significantly larger for eq. 3.14 than for eq. 5.13, but a comparison of the coefficients 
obtained for PIhds with and without PTPs do not lead to a preference of one of these 
equations. This fact indicates some limits of such a procedure. Nevertheless, the precision 
of the shape-scaling rnethod was estimated to be about 5% with respect to the energy 
scalb. This is illustrated in fig. 5.9. 
5.5 Check of the calibration 
-4 special test measiirement was carried out to check the reliability of the calibration 
procedure. In this measurement a BIC was used as the AE detector, and the CsI(TB) 
scintillator measured the residual energy [76]. In spite of the special operation mode of the 
BIC, this test W-as more qualitative than quantitative because of the large uncertainties 
diie to the srnall AE signals of a-particles, the limited dynamic range and the generally 
low registration efficiency of the BICs for LCPs. 
Unfortunately, light particles beams are not available in the experimental area of 
FOBOS technical reasons. Therefore, a direct energy calibration was not performed. The 
TOF for scintillators were used only qualitatively in order t o  locate data from neighbouring 
'real' Set, 22 points 
Ist method 
...... 2nd method 
'bad' set, 34 points 
.- . .- . - . - Ist method 
2nd method 
Number of points 1 % 
Figure 5.9: Coeficients obtained for the shape-scaling of the "ideal" particle identification 
rnatrix to  itself. They are based on the particle branches of protons und a-partzcles. T h e  
abscissa corresponds to that part of points which were used for scaling, counted from the 
side of lower energy. The  "real" set was scanned as usua17 und the "bad" set was scanned 
under the assumption of some oscillation of the points around the particle branch within 
i t2% of the actual value of the coordinates. The  1st und 2nd method of x2-calculation i s  
i n  correspondence with their order of description i n  the text. 
bunches appropriately, because the necessary correction for the TOF drift (caused by the 
cyclotron HF phase drift) was performed later. 
A quantitative check of the calibration method was performed by comparing the results 
for the 10 mm thick crystals with those of the 15 mm thick ones. Such compasison is 
reliable, if the transparency of the CsI(T1) crystals is high enough. The PIM of the thick 
crystal was scaled to that of the thinner one by means of the scaling procedure which 
considered the shapes of the particle branches. The result is shown in fig. 5.10. 
Finally, we estimated the precision of the calibration procedure described in this work 
as being better than 10%, i.e. of the order of the energy resolu tion of the CsI(T1) detectors. 
This has been verified involving such additional references as the resulting shapes of tlie 
energy spectra of LCPs measured by different detectors but at the Same polar angle, or 
the spectra of the y-rays. 
This method has been applied for the first time for the calibration sf the CsIfSl) 
detectors of the scintillator shell of the FOBOS array in thc: JAN96 esperiments carried 
out to investigate the decay of hot heavy nuclei produced in the reactions 'W (53 -\MeV) 
4 232Th and lg7-Au [lO+i]. Calibrated a-particle spectra rneasiired in these esperiments 
11081 are shown for illustration in fig. 5.11. 
Figure 5.10: Comparison of the simulated coordinates of t he  punch-through points (solid 
syrnbols) with the measured ones (open symbols). T h e  points with larger error bars (except 
for 3 H e )  correspond t o  a 10 mm thick crystal und were obtained b y  applying the shape- 
scaling. T h e  points for  3He  are, for  convenience, multiplied by a factor of 0.5. 
5.6 Final rernarks 
1600 
1400- 
The actual properties of the CsI(T1) crystals used may slightly differ from those crystals 
investigated in ref. [75], and the parameters in eqs. 5.2-5.4 may not be ideally suited 
for our simulations. A general adjustment of these parameters was performed by fitting 
the siniulated PIM to the measured ones. However, i t  turned out that this was not 
necessary on the level of accuracy required. Agreement of simulated and measured PIMs 
was achieved with T,r„ = 4 ps. Such a value for the slow decay constant has likewise been 
found for CsI(T1) crystals [log] delivered by the Same manufacturer. 
In principle, the simulation of the PIM would require to carry out measurements of 
the scintillation light pulse-shapes for the CsI(T1) crystals used, like it has been done 
in ref. 1751 using high frequency signal sampling, or with thin slices of the Same CsI(T1) 
scintiIlator materiaI Iike in ref. (1051. On the other hand, the general view of measured 
PIMs could be reproduced even by simulations based on relatively rough approximations 
for R ( E ,  q) and rfast (E, q) , for example with the expressions 
- 
sim. exp. 
- = o P  
. 0 d  
A A t 
0 He3 
anld the precision of the energy scale obtained for the LCP spectra is comparable with 
the energy resolution of the CsI(T1) detectors. However, i t  is impossible then to fit the 
shape of particIe branches. 
I t  seems also possible to perform in the Same manner a simulation and, thus, a cal- 
ibration of descending particle branches, characterized by higher energies E  > E P ~ P .  It 
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Figure 5.11: a-particle spectra f r o m  t h e  reaction 14N (53 A M e V )  $- 2"Th acc~~rnu la ted  
i n t o  AR=0.16 s r  for euch laboratory angle (40% of t h e  entire data body). 
recluires, however, some additional assumptions on the scintillation process. 
The uncertainty of tlie detected Ed is naturally largest for lowest particle energies. 011 
the other hand side, a t  the FOBOS detector, tbe energy loss of LCPs in piersed layers 
of other detector materials are in this case larger than tlic residual energy Ed. Thus, 
the necessary corrections for the energy loss introdiice the clomimting part into resultirig 
Et(Lfast) a t  small encrgies, and, therefore, the relative error of Et is reduccd. 
The shaping time of 3 ps in the measurement of the total light oiitput of CsI(T1) in 
ref. [93] does not significantly affect the final result for energies larger tlian a fcw AMcV. 
This shaping time is, however, implicitly assumed in eq, 5.6, therefore tlic corresponcling 
correction for the simulation a t  lower LCP energies is talten into account. 
The influence of the rise-time of the scintillation light pulse cari be neglectcd (7front = 
0, hSront = O), if the time gate AtJmt does not Cover the initiai part nf the CsI(T1) dctcctor 
signal. As reportecl in ref. [75], the rise-time for electrons is aboiit 40 ns, and cven shorter 
for high-ionizing particles, but tlie timing propertics of the photoniultiplicr used hmc to 
be talten into accoiint. 
Performing tlie above mentionecl TOF clrift correction, one can gct s reliablr? energy 
calibration on the level of accuracy required even in spite of rather poor time resolution 
(fig. 5.12, left panel). The metliod is clescribecl in ref. [110]. 0 n e  measures an averagccl 
function TOF(L fmt) and uses the calc.tilated T O F  for a certc2in niectsimd Lfmt d u c .  
The time resolution becomcs much bettcr in tlie absence of scattering on supporting 
and coordinate grids and straggling in gas and foils (fig. 5.12, rigl~t paiiel); this was 
observed in MAR97 experiment in those modules m r e  the gas detectors wcrc rsniovecl 
in orcler to recorcl LCP spectra without thresholds ancl distortinns. (311 tlic, othcr hand, 
some other difficulties arise from contamination of a scintillator PIM with FF. Thc PSA 
discrimination bettveen He and FF is impossible - the FF spot cxwlaps with the Iotv eriergy 
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Figure 5.12: Time of jlight vs fast light component plots from MAR97 experzm,eats. The 
bulk of counts from the right bunch (A) i s  surrounded by spots from neigh,horin,g bunches 
(B) stan,ding N 54.9 ns from euch other. The diflerence in the time resolution for the 
regular case (left panel) und empty module (righ,t panel) is obvious. The line corresponding 
to heavy particles (FF) arises in absence of foils and gas in a flight path. 
part of the I-Ie line. In this case only a careful TOF-E anaIysis provicles the separation. 
Besicles of the T O F  based calibration, jiist a co~nparison betwecn the spectra accumulatcd 
by modules with and without BIC can be used as an additional calibration check. 
Taking into account all the above notes, one can assume this calibration method to 
be suited for the FOBOS scintillator shell. The following advantages of the described 
calibration procedure sho~ild be emphasized: 
r Special calibration measurements (zre not necessary. 
It does not rely on measurcments of the total light output. 
e All 210 CsI(T1) detectors can be calibrated in an iiniquc manner by scaling the 
individual PIMs to an " idca13~ne.  
0 I t  eriables a high degree of automatisatiori for data processing, no sctting of particle- 
gates manually is required 
e Same visual inspection and check of data quality can bo easily performcd during 
the datn processing. 
Chapter 6 
Experimental results 
6.1 Main observables and parameters 
Two main physical observables are used as parameters: mass-asymmetry and initial ex- 
citation energy. Despite some obvious correlations they can be treated independently. 
The FOBOS detector is capable of registering fission-like events up to very asymmetric 
mass splits in a broad range of initial excitation energies. The limitations of the whole 
geometrical efficiency and the lack of neutron data prevent reconstruction of each event by 
means of energy and momenta balance. Therefore, attention has been paid to  correlations 
between observables as an additional check for data consistency. 
It  will be shoyn that only a multi-dimensional analysis of the data involving some un- 
usual coordinates can separate different reaction channels. However, conventional meth- 
ods of the analysis were also tried and were compared with previously obtained results. 
6.1.1 Excitation energy 
The excitation energy is treated in the framework of the Massive-Sransfer-hlodel [4]. For 
central collisions of very asymmetric projectile-target combinations, a linear correlation 
between the portion of the linear momentum transferrecl from the projectile ito tlie target 
and the excitation energy E* imparted to the system is well established 11111. The ratio 
between the linear momentum of the compound system P arid that of a cornplctely fusecl 
system P„, is used as a measure of the imparted (or initial) excitation energy E" 
where Eizm is the projectile energy in the center-of-mass sxstern. This cnergy for u. 
53 AMeV 14N beam amounts to 50 AMeV for the Th target arid 49.5 .V&\.' for the 
Au target. The 100%-LMT corresponds to a linear momentum of 4.392 GeVJc. The 
calculated lirnit of the induced excitation energy amauntc to 699.8 MeV for complete 
fusion of the beam particle tvith 232Th and 692.8 MeV fsr ""U, respectively The beam 
t-elocity amounts to 10.11 cm/ns. 
Most of the induced E" is spent, usually by the emission an neutrons and LCP during 
the de-excitation cascade. This causes an anticorrelatisn betweea the calciliitted eom- 
posite system momentum P aad the total hewy fragment masse M = AH 4- AL, (Th& 
indices H and L denote the heavier and the lighter fragments). Such an ;~r1ticorrelaiion 
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Figure 6.1: Left panel: T h e  experimental distribution of the  composite system7s linear 
m o m e n t u m  from reactions o n  A u  und T h  target nuclei. T h e  decomposition in to  periph- 
eral und central collisions is  shown for Th-data (see text). Right panel: T h e  distributions 
of transuerse-to-beam components of the system's linear m o m e n t u m  for Th-data is also1 
indicated. T h e  asymmetry  around Zero i s  caused by the non-symmetric  geometrical accep- 
tance. 
is observed and the linear dependence is deduced [112]. An averaged amount of energy of 
about 14 MeV (binding and kinetic energy) is carried away per evaporated nucleon from 
a composite sy tems produced in central collisions. 
The experimental distribution of the linear momentum component parallel to the 
beam asis P, used for the excitation energy calculation is given in fig. 6.1 (left 
Fission after peripheral collisions is strongly suppressed in Au, because fission barriers for 
nuclei around '"Au are significantly larger than those for nuclei near 232Th. Thus, the 
distribution for Th data reveals two components, the component corresponding to larger 
values is perfectly reproduced by the form of the distribution for Au. The additional 
component in the spectrum of the linear momentum for T h  corresponds to peripheral 
collisions, this component is missing in the case of Au. Some negative values of P, occur 
becaiise an influence of LCP evaporation onto the momentum balance at a low LMT 
is significant, and a negative value corresponds to forward-emitted energetic LCPs and 
IMFs. 
Thc direction of the restored linear momentum vector of the composite system does 
not coincide in general with the beam axis. Tlie influence of the particle evaporation from 
both the compasite systeni arid from the fragments is illustrated by distributions of the 
linear momenturn transverse to the beam in fig. 6.1 (right panel). The increase of the 
distribution width with increasing the LhlT was shown earlier in fig. 4.12. This is also an 
effect af the particle evaporation, which turns out to be Inore intense at higher excitation 
energies. Emission of particles into the backward hemisphere leads, in the Same sense. 
to values of the longitudinal velocity V, = P,/M exceeding V„, = Pmas/iVI (this will ble 
reflected in fig. 6.10). 
6.1.2 Mass-asymmetry 
Conventional  mass-asymmetry 
The simplest way to analyze the mass-asymmetry consists in considering different mass 
bins in the mass distribution of the fission-like fragments. This method, hotvever, has a 
serious disadvantage if the composite system is not well defined. For instance, defining for 
the actual mass-distribution of fragments from the Au-target in fig. 6.2 large, intermediate 
and sma1I asymmetries simply by means of the mass ratio, one observes that some masses 
belong to  all asymmetries. This indicates the necessity to introduce an  other mass- 
asymmetry cri terion. 
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Figure 6.2: Fission-like fi-agment mass distributions obtained from Au (leftj und Th  (righ,t) 
targets. Three bins in  muss-asymmetry are overlapping within the hntched area. 
Different definitions of the rnass-asymmetry are used in this thesis. The definitisn of 
the mass-asymmetry parameter ß as a simple ratio of the fragment mass numbcrsl 
is obvious, but the definition 
AH - AL 
X = AH + AL 
is used for data  visualization. The parameter X is convenient becaiise it is norrrialized to 
unity, while the distribution of is concentrated in a narrotv region of low values (fig. 6.3, 
left panel). The relation between X and is obvious. 
Experimental distributions of mass-asyrnnietries are shorm in 6%. 6.3 (right panel). 
blasses of fission fragments observed in the gas detectors extent dotVn to LCPs. A rea- 
sonable statistical accriracy is obtained wen for mass splits as large as 1:10. A dropping 
down of the mas-asymmetry distributions at >I > 0.86 is abservecl. ThPs reflects the 
P -  P-p 
"n fact experimentally mcasured masses are used 
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Figure 6.4: Experimental distribution of measured L M T  (related to  the initial excitation 
energy) vs muss-asymmetry in the reaction with 14N (53 AMeV) projectile on lg7Au (lefl) 
und 232 T h  (right) targets. Numbers denote contour line levels, the outer line corresponds to 
a level of 5 Counts. Matrices are slightly smoothed to suppress noise in the outer contours. 
number of nucleons from the Th-like composite system, the value of xd i f f  should increase 
significantly. On the contrary, an intensive evaporation from the heavier fragment reduces 
x d i f f .  One cannot derive quantitative results from this rough estimation. However, this 
picture is consistent with the implementation of very asymmetric fission as a fast process 
at relatively high excitation energy [113]. Indeed, most asymmetric mass splits in both 
the Th and Au data are observed at high LMT. However, as fig. 6.4 indicates, there is 
no correlation between mass-asymmetry and LMT, i.e. these quantities can be used as 
independent variables. 
Primary and secondary mass-asymmetry 
Due to the evaporation of particles from fission fragments the mass-asymmetry at scission 
should differ from the measured one. The mass-asymmetry parameters introduced in 
eqs. 6.2 and 6.3 are actually related to the instant of registration by the detectors, i.e. 
they refer to secondary masses and secondary asymmetry. 
Since the mass of the scissioning nucleus is not well defined, one cannot measure 
primary masses of the fragments directly. Assuming momentum conservation one gcts, 
however, their mass ratio. The transverse momenta of the fragments in the lab systein 
are equal : 
mlq sin BI = mzv2 sin ß2, (6.4) 
where velocities and angles are experimental observables. It is conjectured that light 
particles are evaporated isotropically and, hence, do no-t, change velocilics and angles of 
the fragments, on the average. Using the provisional mass ratio R, = mlJma, the prirnary 
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Figiire 6.5: Left panel: Experim,entnl distribu,tions of the primary fmass-nsyrnm,etry for Tl!, 
and Au data, a shzft is jomd  in comparison to thc secondary asymmwtry spect~a ("*q. 6.3). 
Right panel: Tlze diifferencr: bctween spectra is  illustmted hy the formally introduced ratio 
(see text)  of primary to secondary asymm,etries. 
muss-asymmetry then can 11e tlefinecl as 
Indcs '%" indicates that this ratio is based on the velocity analysis. Tliis primary mass- 
asymmetry esscntially diffcrs from that of eq. 6.3, which is calculated from the secondary 
niasses measured by the dctectors. The symbol R, used instead of ,LIp8„„ stresses again 
that the prirnary masses are unknomn. Notc, that X„„ coiild assume negative values. 
The distributions of the primary mass-asymmetry are shown in fig. 6.5 (left panel). 
They gencrally loolc like secondary asymmetry distributions (fig. 6.3), however, the crit- 
ical points are shifted towards smaller asymmetries. It  is difficult to observe all such 
peciiliarities because of the logarithrnic scale. In order to malte visible the differente thc 
ratio of these spectra is formally introduced (fig. 6.5, right panel). By clefinition, total 
coiint riumbers in thc spectra of primary and secondary asymmetries are eqiial, however, 
events witli a certain value of mass-asymmetry x„im may be foiind at (2 different value 
of X .  Thcrefore, the complicated behavior of this ratio reflects the fact that post-scission 
ernission plays an essential role in formation of the sccondary mass distribution. We will 
dwell on this point l-ty introdiicing in Section 6.3 the mass-asymmetry matris as a morc 
appropriate method to esplorc the mass-asymmetry. 
6.1.3 Total kinetic energy and masses 
The t o t d  kirietic energy (SKE) us fragment mass distributisns (TKE-M) for the Xti 
ancl T11 data are given iri fig. 6.6. They havc the typical fission-lilre banana form. Tlic 
distribiitiari for Th is slightly broadcr than that for Au ;md displays a single hump wliilc 
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Figure 6.6: Experimental distributions of total kinetic energy vs fragment moss (TKE- 
M). The contour plot in the low mass region is replaced by the scatter plot i n  order to  See 
details. 
the top of the distribution for Au has a double-humped structure as it is also observed in 
the fragment mass distribution (fig. 6.2). 
The broad top of the TKE-M distribution for Au survives even if only symmetric events 
are selected, Setting IxWim1<0.05 (corresponding to 10% of the fragment mass difference) 
one observes a slant oval spot probably being the superposition of two broad overlapping 
peaks. A similar behavior is observed in the LMT-M and TKE-LMT plots. The distribu- 
tion of the total fragment mass can be well approximated by two Gaussian with the mean 
total masses of 176 and 191 units, respectively. These components correspond to large 
and small LMT (or high and low excitation energy: HE and LE). The double-Gaussian 
fits with respect to  the total mass as well as LMT are shown in fig. 6.7. The corresponding 
values of the rnean excitation energy and the average TKE are summarized in tab. 6.1. 
The Same procedure performed for the Th-data delivers mean total masses of 210 
and 201 units for the LE and HE peaks, respectively. The bump of peripheral colli- 
sions (fig. 6.7) at  small LMT or lowest excitation energies corresponds to a mean total 
mass number of 221. The numerical data are also given in tab. 6.1. The uncertainty af 
Table 6.1: Components in the TKE-M distributions for most symmetric splitting 
(I~primE<0-05)- 
Data 1 Th Au 
Peak ID I Peri~h.  1 LE 1 HE I Periwh. f LE I HE 
Total mass number LMT / GeVIc 
Figure 6.7: Gaussian decomposition of the total mass distribution of t he  fission fragments 
b y  low energetic (LE), high energetic (HE) und peripheral (for Th-data) com,ponen,ts for 
the m o s t  symmetrzc mass  splits (left panel) und respective decomposition of L M T  distri- 
butions (right panel). 
the extracted mass values amounts to about 2%.. Except for that additional peripheral 
component, i t  seems that the TKE-M matrix for the Th-data has in general a similar 
composition like that for the Au data. 
As it was expected from the mass-asymmetry analysis, an other differente between 
the Th and Au data is found at low fragment masses. Therefore, the mass region undcr 
consideration is shown as a scatterplot (fig. 6.6), because the structure would not be Seen 
in the contour plots 3.  TKE values significantly larger than fission-like ones are observed 
in the Au-data and they are nearly absent in the case of Th. Such an effect was already 
observed in ref. [lll] and treated as dynamical emission of IMFs. 
In order to describe the entire TKE distribution, the extended TKE systematics re- 
cently introduced by Wagner [35] is used: 
T K E  = 0.29 Z2 AlAz X -, 
+ - 
where Abt = Al 3 Az and Z is the charge of the compound system. 
The charge of the fissioning nucleus is estimated assuming the multiplicity of evapo- 
rated neutrons being approximately ten times larger than that of protons. Therefore, onc 
can subtract one proton per ten neutrons, starting from the Th nucleus for peripheral 
collisions. The corresponding TKEs, plotted as lines in fig. 6.8, well describe the average 
bariana form of the TKE-M matrix. In the case of Th these lines nicely follow the ridgc 
of the distribution up to its maximum. 
The situation for the Au data is quite different, there is no way to describe the TKE-M 
distribution in the Same manner as in the case of Th target. The BUW [I141 simulation 
3This effect is rnuch stronger in the data from the reactions *OAr (36 AMeV) f ""8m and natAg 
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Figure 6.8: TKE-M lines for certain elements calculated by eq. 6.6 saperimposed on actua2 
distributions. 
predicts for the fissioning system <2>=79.5 [5]. However, the corresponding TKE-lines 
for Z = 79 and Z = 78 are not adequate to the matrix shape (see left panel in fig. 6.2). 
Using the corresponding value of the TKE from table 6.1 one finds that Z = 83 is the only 
appropriate charge. Consequently, TKE-lines for lglBi and 176Pt seem to be respunsible 
for the observed shape of the TKE-M distribution for the Au data. 
Since the dominating amount of fission events is symmetric, one can use the extracted 
Z and A as limits to estimate the most probable composite systems. (Of Course, some 
nucleons are still evaporated after scission.) It has been already observed with the mini- 
FOBOS that for heavier projectiles the reaction is clearly dominated by two channels 
with low and high linear momentum transfer 11151. This split is probably not so clearly 
pronounced in the prdent data because of the light projectile. However, the %wo peaks 
observed might probably also be considered in our case as representing two reaction 
channels. 
Despite a reasonable representation of the LMT and total mass spectra by three Gaus- 
sians for the symmetric mass splitting in the Th-data, the attempt to apply the Same 
procedure to the charge spectra of the composite system fails. Using the extended TKE 
formula 6.6 one can extract Z event-by-event, the spectra of Z obtained in this way are 
presented in fig, 6.9. 
First of all, the spectrum of Z for near symmetric mass splits looks similar 50 that 
for the entire Th data. The spectrum for the entire Au data is slightly broader as that 
for symmetrie splits and shifted to lower Z values. This differente between the Th and 
the Au data could be due to the dominating contribution of peripheral collisions in the 
case of Th. Fixing Z values at 83 (HE) and 78 (LE) one can well describe the Au data in 
the case of symmetric splitting (right panel). Fitting the peak position results in mean Z 
values of 83.3 (LE) and 80.7 (HE) (hft panel) 4. It is important, th& ehe csntributions: in 
*These values agree better with the widely used empirical rde W&& estimate the incornplete fusion 
result as target plus half of tfie projectile than with the alreadg quoted BTT predictions. 
61 
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Figure 6.9: Calculated distributions of the composite systeml;  charge applying the TKE 
formula 6.6 for the whole data set (solid squares) or for  the mos t  symmetric  mass  splits 
(open circles). Fits with free parameters (left panel) und with filced peak positions for Au, 
und the three peak requirement for Th (right panel). 
either case have comparable magnitudes (as it was the case for the total mass and LMT), 
because the decomposition is not a real multidimensional fit. All above argues in favor of 
the reliability of these Z-spectra. 
The Z-spectrum for the Th data, however, cannot be well approximated using mean 
Z values derived from mean TKEs. A three-Gaussian fit results in either suppressing 
one of the contributions (left panel) or yielding a contributions far off the expected ones 
(right panel). The peripheral component is peaked, as it is expected near 89, but its 
magnitude becomes too small in the first case and too large in the second case. Assuming 
that the measured and calculated TKE as well as the mass data are correct, one should 
also suppose the existence of at  least two reaction channels leading to different TKE at 
equal charge of the composite system or vice versa. This statement in any case would not 
contradict the above described decomposition of the mass and LMT spectra (fig. 6.7). 
One further interesting observation is presented in fig. 6.10. The distributions of the 
average TKE and the total mass for Th reveal clearly visible double-component structurcs 
(as in fig. 6.1). The component corresponding to central collisions loolts like the distri- 
bution for Au. The distributions a t  the lowest ancl the highest relative values represent 
only a few counts which may contain accidental coincidences. They are excluded from 
the further discussion. 
The rise of the average TKE in Au at low LMT up to a certain value and further 
decrease could be interpreted by the balance between the growing fused part of the pro- 
jectile and an increasing removal of nucleans by evaporation. The average behaviour of 
the total mass replicates the form of the mean TKE up to  an intermediate LMT of about 
2 GeV/c (open symbols). The further growing of the total mass might be only explained 
by assuming the existence of a fast process, meaning that particles have no time to be 
evaporated. Such an argument would explain the contradiction found between TKE arid 
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Figure 6.10: Mean TKE (left) und fragment mass sum (right) as a function of the trans- 
ferred linear momentum (solid symbols) und of the system's velocity (open symbols) rela- 
tive to their values for complete fusion. The  Au-like component in curves for Th is  marked 
by eye-guiding dotted lines. 
total mass data if one presumes conventional fission only 5 .  
The TKE and total mass distributions as a function of the system's longitudinal 
velocity Vz relative to that of complete fusion (see fig. 6.10) both for Th and Au also 
reveal a peak at low values, but thlen they decrease monotonously (solid symbols). Such 
a difference between these distribueions and those vs LMT could indicate that eq. 6.1 is 
inadequate in describing the actuall imparted excitation energy. The distributions vs  the 
relative velocity spread far over 100%. This should point to pre-equilibrium emission into 
the backward hemisphere in the most central collisions. This fact will be illustrated by 
the LCP data in the next Section. 
6.2 Analysis of the LCP data 
One of the most important tasks to be solved with the scintillator shell of the FOBUS 
detector is the determination of pre- and post-scission multiplicities. Therefore, even 
in the first experiment with only a few scintillator modules mounted, we have tried to 
separate particles originating from different sources [116]. The primary LCP data analysis 
aimed at checking the data from both the gas detectors and the scintillator shell by means 
of physically significant correlations between heavy fragments and L W .  
5Note that the region of Iinear anticorrelation between total mass and LMT has been obtained in the 
experiment carried out at  lower beam energy 
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Figure 6.11: Average energy of protons und a-particles as function of the angle of emission 
(left) and of L M T  (right). The  entire data of JAN96 experiments are used. Lines in the 
left frame represent fits for T h  data by a function of type A exp(-02/B). 
6.2.1 Primary LCP data analysis 
The gross properties of LCP emission are well know. Therefore, distributions of the 
average energy of a certain particle depending on the LMT and on the registration angle 
were created (fig. 6.11). As expected, average energies reveal a pronounced increase 
in forward direction because of projectile break-up and pre-equilibrium emission. The 
average energy of a-particles is constant at Qlab > 100°, whereas a slight decrease of the 
energy of protons towards the backward direction persists. The average energy of particles 
increases with increasing the LMT. This increase is usually related to the increasing 
excitation energy and, hence, to the nuclear temperature. Note, that energies of particles 
emitted from N+Th reaction are systematically larger than those from N+Au. This is 
due, on the average, to the larger charge of the emitter. 
In addition to individual properties of LCPs a number of their collective properties 
could be analyzed. The set of LCPs observed in the CIS-shell in a certain event will 
is called, for the simplicity, the "CIS-event". Thus, the next important observation is 
presented in fig. 6.12 (Ieft panel). A linear correlation of the total mass M and the total 
mass of LCPs is found, at least within the FWHM of the distribution of the total mass 
of the heavy fragments. This result proves the consistency of the data, because fragment 
masses and LCPs were measured by different detector shells. 
The longitudinal V' and transverse xY,VY velocity components of the center of mass 
of the CIS-event (i.e. total velocity) were determined event-by-event. The dependence 
of average total longitudinal velocity VZ on LMT is shown in fig. 6.12 (right panel). De- 
creasing VZ of the CIS-event (all curves) reflects the transition from peripheral to central 
collision. The Same reason leads to slightly reduced Vz values if only CIS-events with 
multiplicity VLCP > 2 are chosen (triangles), because, on the average, higher multiplic- 
ity corresponds to more violent collisions. Therefore, events with V L C ~  > 2 contain less 
of the total mass 
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Figure 6.12: Left panel: Correlation between the total mass  of L C P  und the total mass  of 
the heauy fragments; widths of distributions of M are indzcated. Right panel: Dependence 
of th,e auerage longitudinal velocity of a CIS-euent on  the  LMT. See text for details. 
forwardly peaked pre-equilibrium particles, and this fact is observed as the reduction of 
vz - 
The plots of the velocity components provide a good visual presentation of LCPs in 
the scintillator shell (fig. 6.13). The almost axially symmetrical appearence of the plot of 
transverse velocities as well as clearly observed structures (left panel) reflect the detector 
geometry. It has been Seen, that tthe most probable observed number of LCPs in an event 
amounts to 0 or 1. Thus, easy recognizable "rays" in the velocity plots (both fi-ames) 
correspond to the multiplicity V L C ~  = 1, because counts are defined by discrete positions 
of CIS detectors and by the LCP energy. The five groups of rays in the V$ vs T/, plot 
correspond to five detector modules in the first modular ring. The notable asymmetry 
of the plot V, us is due to the already mentioned sources of pre-equilibrium emission, 
which are ltnown to be forwardly peaked. This plot also reveals a rather "isotropic" 
velocity distribution beyond Olab N 100". 
The observed angular dependence of the pre-equilibrium emission agrees with rssults 
of simulations, given in Appendix D. These simulations predict that only at  OLab > 100" 
one can study LCP evaporation from a cornposite system. Sherefose, the limit sf 100" 
is chosen to minimize the contribution of pre-equilibrium particles. Backward snglcs 
Olab > 160' are not accessible due to the FOBOS geometry. AU available crystals under 
this condition cover the solid angle Slc=2.08 Sr. This angular range will be further called 
the " bacltward hemisphere" . 
The LMT should depend directl~ on the impaet parameter. The increase of LC"P mul- 
tiplicity with the LMT will be shown later. She classical gicture of ttvo cslliding partides 
results in the follotving suggestion. As long as the target nucleus is not transparent for 
nucleons of a projectile lthe velocity distributions of the LCP event should cl~nnge from ¿he 
forwardly-elongated shape in peripheral coIlisions (lew LMT) tu rakher isoriropic s h p e  in 
cenkral colliions (high LMT). Moreover, multiple nucleon-ni~rileon scattering in a centrd 
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Figure 6.13: Distributions of the velocity components of the LCP event ("total velocity") 
i n  the c.m. of the scissioning system orthogonal to the beam (left) und parallel to the beam 
(right). The entire data of JAN96 experiments are presented, 
collision could result in emission of fast particles into backward direction and the system 
should get additional momentum in the beam direction. 
Indeed, the average longitudinal velocity of the LCP event in the center of mass of the 
scissioning system drops down even below Zero reflecting the transition from peripheral 
to central collisions (fig. 6.12, right panel). The linear momentum smaller than Zero acts 
as an additional momentum resulting in high longitudinal velocities of the composite 
system exceeding the velocity of a completely fused system. This also contributes to 
the peculiarity of the LMT distribution observed at high values of tthe latter as Seen in 
fig. 6.10. In such a way, the contribution of pre-equilibrium particles into the backward 
hemisphere could turn out to be even larger than it was already expected. 
6.2.2 1 4 ~  34 MeV/nucleon experiment 
The spectra presented in fig. 6.14 are accumulated in one module of the backward hemi- 
sphere (Ring #6) and summed over 7 scintillators. Their PIMs of raw data were scaled 
to each other by means of a linear transformation following the idea proposed for the 
calibration procedure. The angle limits of integration are about f 20" around the given 
values. The left and right plots are obtained from different detector modules. 
The Grst spectrum (squares) contains a-particles coincident with the heavier fragment 
(HF) moving in the Same direction as an a-particle. The second spectrum (circles) rep- 
resents a-particles moving almost perpendicularly to the fission axis. Most particles of 
both spectra originate from the hot composite system, bu% the digerence of these spec- 
tra (triangles) is consistent with the emission fiom a HF moving in the direction of the 
a-particle detector. In this case an "energy excess" occurs due to surnming the velocities 
of the a-particle and of the emitter. 
Estimates using such a subtraction procedure deliver yields of a-particles and, af- 
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Figure 6.14: Spectra of a-particles accumdated at diflerent angles with respect to  the 
heavy fission fragments (HF) from the reaction 14N (34 A M e V )  + lg7Au. The  diflerence 
corresponds t o  an  extra energy of particles emitted from the moving source. The  energy 
calibration of these data i s  very rough due to  technical reasons. 
Table 6.2: Average a-particle multiplicities (yields per Jission extrapolated to  4n). vpost 
and V„, denote, respectively, pre-scission und post-scission multiplicities (2.e. LCP from 
the fragments). 
I < E * > /  exp. data I from ref. [I171 1 calc. by CDSM I 
MeV I upre I v p m t  I vpre I vpost 1 Vpre 
250 1 0.36(12) 1 0.09(4) 1 0.4 1 0.08 1 0.42 
ter extrapolation to the whole sphere, one can compare them with data from literature 
(tab. 6.2). The good agreement with the data from ref. [I171 testifies to the reliability of 
this simple method. The available calculations within the Combined Dynamical Statisti- 
cal Model (CDSM) [118, 1191 for the fission of the excited 205Pb nucleus delivers the Same 
pre-scission multiplicity at least for moderate angular momenta 11201. This agreement 
implicitly checks also the reliability of the performed extrapolation to the whole cphere. 
6.2.3 Post-scission multiplicities at 1 4 ~  53 MeV/nucleon 
It has been proposed to separate pre- and post-scission particles as tvell as pre-equilibriun~ 
particles by the use of the multi-source fit method. This method requirecl complicated soft- 
ware and numerical simulations, which were developed within the FOBOS collaboration 
by R.Yanez [SI. However, first attempts to apply the method to the present experimental 
data failed due to very high thresholds of the gas modules in a the flight path of LCPs. 
Distortions due to supporting grids and, first of all, due to srnearing of the low-energy 
part of the spectra contributed additional difficulties. As long as the precise scparation 
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Figure 6.15: R a w  spectra of  protons and a-particles accumulated in the backward hemi-  
sphere parallel o r  perpendicular t o  the  direction of heavy fission fragments (HF) from the  
reaction 14N (53 A M e  V) + lg7Au. 
of emitting sources in the JAN96 experiment appeared to be impossible, the success of 
the simple approach described above nourished some hope, that one can apply the Same 
method also to 53 AMeV data. 
Spectra of LCPs are accumulated in coincidence with fission fragments in the backward 
hemisphere. In order to get the Same solid angle for "parallel" and "perpendicular" 
directions to the fission axis, the "parallel" direction (S, = 0") to heavy fragments (HF) 
is chosen in the region cos(?lr) E [0.8; 11, and the "perpendicular" direction (S, = 90") 
means tos($) E [-0.1; 0.11- The clearest result should be obtained for the symmetric 
case. Therefore, only events with the asymmetry ß < 1.5 are considered. Unfortunately, 
no difference in these spectra are observed (fig. 6.15). 
The lack of difference in proton spectra and, especially, in a-particle spectra may be 
due to the following reasons. First, a larger contribution of pre-equilibrium emission into 
the backward hemisphere compared to that for the 34 AMeV reaction. Second, different 
reaction mechanisms are involved. The 53 AMeV experiment could provide more reaction 
channels as that at  34 AMeV. Third, all particles are emitted from the composite system. 
The first idea seems to be reasonable, as it was already mentioned. The second reason 
will be illustrated in Section 6.3. The third reason can be checked by the method of the 
so-called 'Talilean-invariant circles" . 
Galilean-invariant coordinates have been successfully applied to the source separation 
in LCP analyses [25, 1211 and to IMF study as well [122, 1211. Similar to these Papers 
Galilean-invariant coordinates tvere used in the analysis of LCP data from the JAN96 
experiments (fig. 6.16). This method has the Same physical ground as the "energy excess" 
method described above, and, hence, it has also some limitations because of thresholds. 
In general, the two-dimensional picture, i.e. plots of longitudinal us transverse ve- 
locities with respect to the scission axis in the rest frame of scissioning nucleus, should 
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Figure 6.16: Galilean-invariant velocity distributions for a-particles emitted in symmetric 
(left) und asymmetric (right) fision of Au. Lines ure estirnations: solid circtes represient 
ernission from the compound nucleus (CN), dashed und dot-dashed lines correspond to 
heavy (HF) und light (LF) fragments, respectively. The dotted line represents the detection 
thresholds imposed by the gas detectors. Arrows indicate the average direction of LvSlP 
ernission. 
provide more detailed information than simple energy spectra6. Therefore, despite the 
threshold problem it was expected to observe some peculiarities in these plots relaked 
to the contribution of post-scission emission. In particular, these pluts accumulated fox 
different mass-asymmetry values should significantly differ from each other, 
Transverse vs longitudinal velocity plots were studied under different coincidence con- 
ditions reflecting variations in mass-asymmetry, in initial excitation energy and in angular 
ranges of both LCP and FF detection. In contrast to expectations, besides of a tail foulnd 
in the direction LF at ~ ~ 0 . 6  in a high LMT bin (fig. 6,16, right panel), pronounced 
structures were neither observed in Th nor in Au data. This tail represents emission fiom 
the lighter fragrnent and accompanies the reduced dispersion in the direction HF, where 
Galilean-invariant circles from CN and HF almost coincide. In such a way, the character 
of the distribution differs from that for the symmetrical case (left panel). 
The effect of the geometrical acceptance is also well Seen in fig. 6.16. First, the accep 
tance in directions near the scission axis is significantly reduced. Second, the registration 
of LCPs only in the backward hemisphere affects the observed average di~ection of LGP 
emission. In the symmetrical case this direction shodd be perpendicular to the scission 
axis, but it is bent toward the heaxier fragment. However, in the asymmetrical case it is 
bent towards the lighter fragment, reflecting the well kmwn Coulomb focusing. 
Despite the extraction of post-scission multiplicities appeared to be impossible, thesc 
observations argue in favor of the LCP data consistency. One should also note, that a- 
particles evaporated from a composite system seem to be not distorted by the threshaild- 
6Unfortunately, thii reduces the nurnber of counts per channel. 
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Figure 6.17: Left panel: Multiplicities of LCPs, measured in  the backward hemisphere in, 
the JAN96 experiments. Right panel: The distribution plot of the average multiplicity 
depending on LMT und muss-asymmetry. 
6.2.4 Pre-scission multiplicities at 1 4 ~  53 MeV/nucleon 
The multiplicity of LCPs were obtained by means of extrapolation of the average values 
measured in the backward hemisphere to 47r sr (fig. 6.17). Most of these LCPs are 
presumed to be evaporated from an equilibrated composite system. It is then expected, 
that the multiplicity in the Au case should be higher than that in the Th case because 
Th  data additionally contain results from peripheral collisions. This is, indeed, the case 
at  low LMT. The difference in proton multiplicities is observed over the entire range of 
LMT. I t  is also correct, that multiplicities of a-particles are by an order of magnitude 
lower than multiplicities of protons. However, except for LMT<20%, multiplicities of 
a-particles from Th exceed those from Au. This could mean that there is an a-particlct 
source behaving differently than the source of proton emission. 
If the LCP multiplicity is related to the duration of the evaporation cascade, one 
might also consider a dependence of the LCP multiplicity on the mass-asymmetry. The 
right panel of fig. 6.17 represents the average LCP multiplicity Tor Th depending on 
LMT and on primary mass-asymmetry. It is obvious, that the multiplicity increases with 
increasing LMT in any mass-asymmetry bin. However, the trend at  LMT<lO% of the 
LCP multiplicity v to increase slightly with increasing primary mass-asymmetry changes 
to the opposite at LLMT>25%. Such a change together with the complicated profile of 
yields male questionable any one-dimensional analysis of the dependence v(x), it indicates 
also that different processes may contribute to the entire data. 
The major process at low LMT should be ordinary fission of Th-lile nucleus at  low 
excitation energy. Hence, particles observed in the backward hemisphere a t  low LMT 
should be mostly those evaporated from a compound system. Therefore, the increase in 
multiplicity with increasing mass-asymmetry a t  low LMT should indicate either a longer 
duration of ordinary asymmetrical fission as compared to a symmetrical one or higher 
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Figure 6.18: Sample spectra of protons (left panel) und of helium (right panel) from the 
reaction 14N (59 A M e  V) + 232 Th for symmetric scission (symbols). Lines are the  fits with 
the Lestone-type parametrization. 
excitation energy in asymmetric channel at the same LMT. The analysis of multiplicities 
at higher LMT definitely requires to separate the various reaction channels. 
6.2.5 Slope parameter measurement 
It is known, that the kinetic temperature is related to the nuclear temperature, but 
because of a number of reasons it should be treated very carefully [123]. A long evaporation 
chain results in an averaging over different reaction stages. One can also obtain non- 
physical temperatures by mixing different sources of particle emission. It should be noted, 
that the spectra measured in JAN96 experiments are not well suited for the study of the 
kinetic temperature. Such a measurement requires to fit the long tails of spectra at high 
energy. Spectra obtained at high LMT are likely to be contaminated with pre-equilibrium 
particles. 
In order to avoid these difficulties a method sensitive to the position of the spectrum's 
maximum is used (Leston-type parametrization, Appendix C). The highest energy for the 
fit was limited in order to cut off the tail originating from a pre-equilibrium emission (see 
also Appendix D). 
Spectra of protons and a-particles were accumulated in the backward hemisphere. 
The direction perpendicular to the scission axis was Chosen in order to minimize the 
contribution of particles emitted from the fragments. The asymmetry window was set 
as X < 0.2. Two sample spectra are presented in fig. 6.18. Lines are the fits with the 
Lestone-type parametrization performed between the maximum position and the value of 
25 MeV for protons and of 40 MeV for a-particles, respectively. 
Resulting kinetic temperatures are plotted together in fig. 6.19. As it was expected, 
temperatures deduced from protons are lower than those from a-particle spectra. On the 
average, during a de-excitation chain protons have a chance to be evaporated lnter than 
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Figure 6.19: Lef f  panel: Kinet ic  temperature (slope parameters) obtained using a Lestone- 
type parametrization for  the  data measured with the projectile 14N (53 A M e V )  o n  l g 7 A u  
und o n  232 Th targets. Horizontal bars indicate the integration interval. Temperature 
uncertainties are those f rom the fit. Right panel: Comparison of  kinetic temperatures 
obtained from a-particles spectra with the A L A D I N  data. T h e  picture i s  adopted from 
re f. (1 231. 
a-particles. Thus, the effective temperature for protons turns out to be lower because of 
cooling down with each act of LP emission. 
Even if kinetic temperatures might not be too reliable because of method problems, 
two unexpected properties of their observed values should be noted. First, the expected 
nuclear temperature at the excitation energy of about 0.5 AMeV amounts to 2.5 MeV 
(Appendix D) and the kinetic temperature should not exceed the value of nuclear tem- 
perature. Second, no dependence on LMT, i.e. primary excitation energy, is found. Both 
of these observations indicate that the presumed channel of fission after incomplete fusion 
should be contaminated with other reaction processes even at low LMT. In turn, the 
reliability of LMT as a measure of excitation energy should be also questioned. 
Although the determination of temperature and the interpretation of results are al- 
ways model dependent, it is interesting to compare the derived kinetic temperatures with 
data from literature. The average apparent temperature observed by Wada et al. [I241 
in the reaction 6 3 C ~  (35 AMeV) + lg7Au reveal the Same saturation. Deduced values 
amounted to 4.5 MeV measured by a Li-He isotopic thermometer and to 4 MeV by a H- 
He thermometer. This agrees with temperatures of 4.2 MeV and 3.9 MeV for a-particles 
arid protons, respectively, obtained from the FOBOS data. 
The conclusion has been drawn in [I241 that the derived temperatures show only a 
little variation with the excitation energy and that a Iimiting temperature may be reached 
a t  a relatively low excitation energy. It has also been stated that the apparent tempera- 
ture of 4-5 MeV had been observed over a broad range of excited nuclei up to an initial 
excitation energy of about 10 AMeV in a number of recent experiments. Careful calcu- 
latioris made in ref. L1231 reproduce measurements with different thermometers within a 
standard evaporation formalism. An example of such calculations together with ALADIN 
data from ref. [I251 is compared in fig. 6.19 (right panel) with the present FOBOS results. 
Such a fairly good agreement of the 53 AMeV data measured by FOBOS with the 
ALADIN data from the reaction lg7Au (600 AMeV) + lg7Au leads to the conclusion that 
the contribution of already assumed hot fragmentation in JAN96 data is significant (see 
Section 2.4). 
6.3 Exploring t he mass-asymmetry 
The primary and secondary asymmetries reveal, as it  was shown in Sec. 6.1.2, some 
interesting features, which cannot be understood from their single spectra. From this 
point of view the idea to  explore the correlation matrix of these asymmetries seems to  be 
natural7. The application of such a correlation matrix turned out to be a powerful method 
for data interpretation. Therefore, a detailed description will be given in the following. 
6.3.1 Definition of symbols 
The basic reason for the differente between the primary and the secondary asymmetry is 
the distortion due to particle evaporation from the composite system as well as from the 
fragments, the latter is dependent on the sharing of excitation energy between the frag- 
ments. Although the mean velocity vectors do not change if the evaporation is isotropic, 
particle emission leads to  a broadening of any distribution resulting from fluctuations of 
the excitation energy sharing. 
The idea is illustrated in fig. 6.20 (left panel). The indices "1" and "2" denote the 
number of the fragment in a pair of FF. Up to now ß and X were specially defined to  get 
always a positive value of the parameter X and a value of ß>1 (eq. 6.3). The generalization 
is needed, because the heavier primary fragment can become the lighter secondary one 
after post-scission emission. The definition of the asymmetry parameters is then given by 
and 
In such a way one gets secondary mass-asymmetries ,B„, and Xsec from the masses mea- 
sured. 
Although the masses Ai,pTim are not known, some parameters useful for the further 
discussion need to be defined, e.g. the mass removal from a fragment due to post-scission 
emission 
Ai = Aipirn - Ai,sec, (6.91 
and its relative amount is 
6.i = Ai/Ai,pTim. 
7Actually, this idea arose in search for a method t o  separate different sources of LCP and for a 
parametrization which reduces the number of uncertainties in the study of post-scissi~n emission 
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Figure 6.20: Left panel: Illustration of  the definition of primary und secondary asymmetry.  
Right panel: Spectra of  the s u m  of fragment masses und the spectra corrected for  the post- 
scission emission at low L M T  for the 232 T h  target. T h e  peak corresponding t o  the fission 
of Th from the mos t  perzpheral collzsions is  clearly observed. 
For both primary and secondary asymmetries and masses the equation Al = PA2 yields 
144' = A2 (1 + ß) where M denotes the total mass number of the fragments: 1M = Al + Az. 
Substituting the dependence of ß on X, namely, 
and using eq. 6.9 one gets the mass of the system just before scission with the only 
non-measured quantity Al or A28: 
M~~~~ = filsec(1 -  sec) + 2A2 
1 - Xprim 
7 
Mprim = M S e c ( l +  X„,) + 2A1 
1 + Xprim 
The Same can be mitten using the difference between Ai as 
A simple application of this procedure is the following. For the case of the low-energy 
fission of Th  eq. 6.12 is considered for the lighter and heavier fragments. Setting AL=O 
one gets an estimate for the mass of the composite system. The spectra of the total 
fragmenk mass as well as of the mass of the composite system restored in such a way 
are accumulated within narrow bin around LMT=O. Since fission of nearly cold 232Th 
8Most of the light particles emitted from the fragments are neutrons, therefore, Ai is nearly equal to 
the corresponding neutron multiplicity. 
is selected in such a manner, the hypothesis AL=O should not be far away from its real 
mean value, especially for an asymmetric split. The latter means, that the calculated 
Mpri, should represent the lower limit for the system mass. As one can see from fig. 6.20 
(right panel), the restored distribution is slightly shifted when accounting for post-scission 
evaporation. The restored distribution can be approximated with two Gaussians, meaning 
that it consists of the dominating contribution of fission of nearly cold Th-like nuclei and 
some contribution from other reaction channels. 
Indeed, the peripheral peak at  the mass number of 23Of 1 is observed together with a 
smaller one at about 211. According to ref. [I261 the pre-scission neutron multiplicity for 
232Th amounts to 2-4. Hence, one gets 233 z t  3, which is a rather good estimation for the 
mass of the fissioning Th nucleus. However, some imperfection of this mass reconstruction 
is obvious - the yield of total masses above the initial total mass of 246 amu becomes 
larger with respect to the measured spectrum. Probably, the transverse velocity of the 
compound-like system should be taken into account in the cdculation of x„im for a more 
advanced analysis. The impact of transverse velocity on xPrim should be larger at  low 
LMT. Also the contribution of processes other than ordinary Jission should be studied. 
In order to get a quantitative measure Tor the differente between primary and sec- 
ondary asymmetries, the parameter ( can be introduced: 
The values Ai reflect the multiplicity of particles evaporated from the fragment "i", 
and therefore Ai can be used as a mmeure of the excitation energy deposited in the 
fragment "in.  Then di = &/Ai is a measure of the excitation energy per nucleon in 
the fragment "i". Equilibrium sharing of the excitation energy between the fragments 
supposes E$ Ai, then, on the average, equilibrium sharing of the excitation energy 
leads to the conservation of the asymmetry (xPTim " xsec) because of 61 = &. Therefore, 
the parameter 5 defined by eq. 6.15 is close to unity only in the case of thermodynamical 
equilibrium. 
Substituting eqs. 6.7 and 6.9 into eq. 6.15 one gets 
The latter expression can be written as 
where E: is the excitation energy per nucleon, and vi is the average multiplicity of particles 
per 1 MeV of the excitation energy. 
In such a way, the formally introduced parameter (31 may be called "thht' excitation 
energy sharing parameter" '".. It is model-independent, dimensionkss and can be extracted 
directly from experimental data. In this sense the parameter can be treated as an 
additional physical observable. 
As it follows from eq. 6.16 tlie proposed C-paramekrization is, of ceurse, not perfect 
for a study of the excitation energy sharing. If, for instance, one changes bath and 
"he excitation energy sharing parameter will be re-defined by eg, 6.20 
~ 
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Figure 6.21: Muss-asymmetry matrices for the reactions of the JAN96 experiment. Lines 
of an equal excitation energy sharing parameter 3 are marked with its values. The quadrant 
marked as "'HB" represents mostly data, where the heavier fragment was directed back- 
wards; "HF" means that the heavier fragment was directed forwardly. See also fig. 6.22. 
& proportionally, the same degree of equilibration is maintained, however, the value 
of the parameter 3 would change. Interchanging of fragment "I" and "2" also leads 
to a change of each value to 1/1, which is inconvenient for an analysis of 5-spectra. 
These inconveniences will be corrected later in order not to loose the physical meaning of 
parameters by transformations of Coordinates. 
In addition, the direct application of this parameter in an event-by-event analysis is 
also not correct, because the primary asymmetry delivers reliable information only on 
the average. Despite the mentioned difficulties, the (-parametrization delivers a powerful 
method of data interpretation which will be exploited in the following. 
6.3.2 The mass-asymmetry matrix 
Mass-asymmetry matrices for the data from both the JAN96 experiments are presented 
in fig. 6.21. Two statistically reliable structures are observed. Both matrices for Th 
and Au contain a bump near the equilibrium value of the excitation sharing parameter 
3. A second structure is represented by peaks at 3 W 0.6 and 3 x 1.4 for the most 
asymmetric mass splits in the matrix for Au . The weak tendency of the deviation of 5 
from equilibrium with increasing mass-asyrnmetry could be found also in the Th-matrix. 
The interpretation of the mass-asymmetry matrix is facilitated by fig. 6.22 (left panel). 
The structum of the matrix is of central symmetry around the point x„im = Xsec = 0 
for such decays where no difference between the fragment "1" and "2" is presumed. 
This is actually not the case, because the numbering of the fragments In the raw data 
usually comesponds to their laboratory angle, Therefore, the fragment "1" is usually 
Secondary mass-asyrnmetry X, Secondary mass-asymmetry 
Figure 6.22: Illustration of the information contained in the muss-asymmetry matrix (left 
panel) und its further transfomnation (right panel). The muss-asymmetry matriz is, by  
definition, symmetrical with respect to the center (left) und, therefore, the lower part is 
rotated b y  18U' (rzght). 
directed forwardly with respect to the beam axis in the center-of-mass system. This 
means that the mass-asymmetry matrix could be non-symmetrically populated because 
of the certain choice of the fragment numbering. In addition, mass-asymrnetrical pairs 
of the fragments could significantly differ in the registration efficiency depending on the 
direction of the heavier fragment. Thus, the asymmetry matrix does not symmetrically 
extend into positive and negative directions of X+ ; this is most clearly seen in the Th 
data as a cut-off at xPrim N 0.55 (fig. 6.21, right panel). 
The mass-asymmetry matrix is stretched along one of the diagonals and shows some 
symmetry with respect to the other one. Both diagonals have special meanings. Points 
located at the positive diagonal xPTim = xsec = X+ correspond to the equilibrium case. 
The ratio between mass removals from the fragments can be written as 
Besides of the increase of "non-equilibrium" along the negative diagonal x p r i m  = -xseC = 
X-, for given primary and secondary masses one can write the simple differente 
Removing one U-particle from one of the fragments should rresxtlt: in the appearrtnce oof 
some structure in the mass-asymmetry matrix at 2- ;u 0.01 pardlel %o zhe X" diagonal. 
This line is characterized by the value of 3 = 0.95, and it runs exactly throilgh the peak 
in the Th-matrk. 
The region &i, > O above the xi axis contains those er;h~nts, tvhere the evaporation 
from the heavier fragment is rnore intensive, rela;tiflij to eihe fragment n i ~ s ,  than from the 
lighter one (S*>SL). The situation is reversed (SL>SH) below the X+ axis (see fig. 6.22). 
This area can also host a situation, when the lighter fragment receives more excitation 
energy than the heavier one on an absolute scale. 
Summarizing, one can conclude that the asymmetry matrix should be really trans- 
formed into a matrix of a type like X+ vs X-. The primary mass-asymmetry is more 
interesting for the further analysis, because it is directly related to the instant of scission. 
From the point of view of formal logic, there is no difference between +XFim and -Xpim. 
Therefore the lower part of the mass-asymmetry matrix is rotated by 180" around Zero 
(fig. 6.22, right panel). Hence, values of xPim will be always positive - such a transfor- 
mation will be further indicated by IxPiml. In such a way, relation SL>SH means C > 1 
and vice versa. 
An inconvenience of C-spectra analysis noted in the previous section can be corrected 
introducing the derivative parameter 
as it was done for the mass-asymmetry parameter X. Equilibrium is then represented by 
C = 0. The definition of eq. 6.20 will be further assumed when using the term "excitation 
energy sharing parameter" . 
This simple transformation of C into C provides also some simple physical meaning of 
the excitation sharing parameter. Indeed, the relationship between the excitation energy 
E*, the mass A and the temperature T (" the caloric curve") was found to obey the Fermi 
gas law. The formula 
E* = aT2 (6.21) 
should be reliable up to E* = E*/A N 6 - 7 AMeV with the constant level density 
parameter a, typically in the range from AI13 to A/8 MeV-' [127]. Let X = a/A, then it 
follows from ea. 6.17 that 
Because of Xi - 10-I as well as vi 10-' by order of magnitude, one gets from eq. 6.20 
1 
Setting for the most symmetric splits y N v2 and X1 N X2, one gets a rough expression, 
which qualitatively reflects the meaning of the parameter C 
Hence, the further transformation of the mass-asymmetry matrix shown in fig. 6.22 
should be the matrix of Ix„iml vs C. Positive values of represent higher temperature of 
the lighter fragment, and negative values of indicate higher temperature of the heavier 
fragment. Such a matrix will be called further "<-X matrix"lO. 
6.3.3 Tbe TKE factor % 
Notable success in the FOBOS data processing at lower beam energies is achieved using 
the LMT for the excitation energy calculation. However, difficulties of the conventional 
data analysis concluded in Section 6.1.3 require to introduce some additional parameters. 
I0An example of the "Gx rnakrix will be given in fig. 6.29. 
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Figure 6.23: Left panel: Folding angle in  the CMR vs c.m. velocity component parallel to 
the beam for T h  data accumulated under the indicated conditions. Right panel: Depen- 
dence of the average TKE factor R, on the mass-asymrnetry accumulated for the ver9 lour 
c.m. velocities V ,  (solid symbols) und for the highest CMR folding angle (open symbols). 
Ewors of averuging are smaller than a symbol size. 
The first problem concerns the possibility to separate a certain reaction channel by 
means of a cut in ordinary parameters. Setting the totd  mass to be around the "periph- 
eral peak" as M E [215,225] U in the most mass-symmetric bin of IxPiml < 0.05, oine 
considers the matrix (fig. 6.23, left panel) of longitudinal velocity V,  WS GCME. The folding 
angle GCMR is calculated in the center of mass of the reaction (CMR). This folding angle 
is 180" only if the projectile has completely fused with the target, otherwise it is always 
smaller than 180". The folding angle is dependent on the observation angle, and hence, as 
an example, the distribution for the very narrow angular range of OA,*& = 40 f l0 is repre- 
sented in the left frame of fig. 6.23. As it is expected the peak is located a t  small veloclty 
and small folding angle values. However, in spite of rigid constrains, points populate the 
braad band between the point of compound-like system (circle) and cold fission with the 
lowest possible folding angle <PGMR (square). This means thät the studied mass-syrnmetric 
peak at  M=221 U could originate from completely different reaction mechanisms, and an 
andysis such as presented in Section 6.1.3 is too simplified, Therefore, aCMR i~ also uraed 
as an auxiliary parameter. 
The next problem concerns the interaction rnechanism and the calculation of the exci- 
tation energy. In the limiting case of no interaction between a target and a projectife, the 
LMT and V,  calculated from the sum of the participants' linear rnornenta vvould be 180% 
for the given reaction, the Same it true for the total mass, In this case a high LMT does 
not imply excitation of the system. Therefore, speciail attention should be paid W tlbe 
relative fragment-velocities which could keep memory about the initial projecti1.i; veloclJGY, 
However, the relative velocity of fission fragments deperiids on the rnw-asymmelri;, 
As long as the fission systernatic of TKE is weil knom, ane cauld um TKE, For 
comparison of TKE for asymmetric and syrnmetric fmgment; g a b ,  cme shouM cuzrreet, tjhe 
measured TKE by a mass-asymmetry dependent factor. The most simple way, probably, 
consists in using the already mentioned extended TKE-formula eq. 6.6. Setting Z = AtOt/2 
one gets 
The following simple ratio is found to be useful for the analysis: 
which will be called further the "TKE factor RXn. The charge of the heavy system 
is definitely lower than At,t/2, therefore Rx should be below unity. Nevertheless, this 
rough approximation is sufficient for the qualitative comparison between symmetric and 
asymmetric decays of siinilar systems. 
Note, that Rx is not dependent directly on the total mass AtOt. Therefore, it is 
reasonable to use this parameter for exploring the time scale of a reaction. Indeed, it is 
ltnown that during the evaporation cascade neutrons are emitted much more frequently 
than charged particles. Thus the ratio ZIA, and, hence, TKE as well as Rx increase. 
Therefore, a cooled down system should differ from the system which has lost nucleons by 
any kind of direct emission. Thus, this "TKE factor" consists of two independent parts 
where VPLF marlts the part depending on the residual projectile velocity and ZIA points 
to the dependence on the isotopic composition. 
To give an example, mean values of Rx were accumulated in dependence on the mass- 
asymmetry for the entire data (fig. 6.23, right panel). These values are found to be nearly 
constant in the wide range of X„, for Th and Au data. A small increase in the slope is 
observed a t  mass-asymrnetries larger than 0.5. Bumps of Rx are observed at large mass- 
asymmetries in Ag and Cm data, where the formation of PLF-TLF pairs is assumed. Qual- 
itatively, values of Rx Tor most symmetric splits appeared to be ordered according to their 
usual isotopie composition in each of both the "compound-like" group (aCMR X 180') 
and the "peripheral-like" group (V, N 0). Values of Rx for "compound-like" systems are 
systematically higher than for "peripheral-lilte" ones. For mass-symmetric splits it could 
generally mean different values of the ratio Z/A, e.g. cooling down occurs. Concerning 
mass-asymmetric splits, the systematically observed increase in Rx should be a hint that 
semi-peripheral interactions could contribute to any of the studied reactions. Thus, an- 
gular dependencies should be considered in spite of complications because of acceptance 
effects. 
6.3.4 Experiment with 40Ar (36 AMeV) bearn 
Data from the MARCH97'hxperiments provide a good check for the C-parametrization 
and deliver a useful information, which is applied for exploring JAN96 data. For instance, 
asymmetry and distributions for the Ag data can be used as a qualitative time "cali- 
bration" reference for a short time scale 12, SO far as only a small contribution of fission 
for Ag is presumed. 
I1Sce Section 2.5 for the experiment designation. 
I2The low-energy (ordinary) fission of Th-likc nuclei is used in the Same manner as an ethalone for a 
slosv procesc. 
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Figure 6.24: Entire muss-asymmetry matrixes for the experiment MARCHS7'. Lines rep- 
resent different C-values. The fuECrange matrix i s  shown in order to check the acceptance 
e$ect - these matricies were expected to be more symmetric than those for Au und Th. 
Two statistically reliable structures are observed in mass-asymmetry matrices for the 
entire data (fig. 6.24). The matrix for Cm contains a bump near equilibrium of the 
excitation energy sharing. It is associated with the fission of Cm-like nuclei after peripheral 
collisions. This region is less populated in Ag data. Its matrix is peaked at  3 = 1-8. Most 
of the Ag data and this peak itself are located in the area where the temperature of the 
lighter fragment should be higher than the temperature of the heavier fragment, Such 
sharing of the excitation energy has been concluded to be essential for the PLF-TLF 
formation in refs. [128, 1291. The contribution of the PLF-TLF formation process is 
present also in the Cm-matrix at  M 1.8, although it is ahos t  covered by the ridge of 
events with 3 = 1.0. The asymrnetry of this structure in both of rnatrices reflects the 
fact, that data of dynamical decay, where forward and backward directions are esse~tially 
different, are modified by the detector acceptance diilerently, The asymmetry matrix 
for Cm is dominated by equilibrated decays, which symmetrically populate the positive 
diagonal of the matrix. The broader distribution for Cm is conditioned mainly by the 
significantly larger number of events accumulated. Generally, as It ww expected, Lhe 
matrices for Ag and Cm are more symmetric than those for Au and Th because of a more 
syrnmetrical entrance channel and, therefore, more symrnetrical distribution of fragment 
melsses. 
Data from the reaction 40Ar (36 AMeV) + natAg are difficult to analyse because of 
the large mass and linear momenitum carried away by fast LCSP and grojectile residuals. 
However, only this reaction (amcwng available data from 3AN96 and MARCX397 3xpai- 
ments) can deliver heavy fragments which can be clesdy a~slg~ed to a weil defined reactkm 
ch,annel. Hence, reasonable assumptions concerning the relative daration of the reaction 
could be put forward. Cm data are even more complicated because of addit;ional reactitm 
mechanisms. 
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Figure 6.25: Left panel: Mass-asymmetrg matrix for Ag data for "almost binarg" events. 
Boxes indicate the choice of symmetric "S" und asymmetric splits. Right panel: 
Spectra of primary and secondary mass-asymmetries for "almost binary" events. 
In order to separate clearly the decay of the composite system into PLF and TLF, the 
following conditions were set. 1) The total mass was constrained between 108 and 148 
amu, e.g. between mmses of the target nucleus and the initial total mass of the system. 
2) The missing linear momentum was limited by means of cut of the folding angle QCMR 
> l l O O .  Such constrains select “almest binary" events; however, this leads to the drastical 
reduction of the data (few percent of the entire data bulk). 3) Most of events defined by 
these conditions are distributed between LMT values of 3 and 6 GeV/c (fig. 6.26). Events 
with LMT out of this region were also rejected from the analysis. 4) In the Same manner 
the longitudinal velocity T/, was constrained between 0.9 and 1.9 cm/ns. 
The mass-asymmetry matrix filtered in such a way reveals two components - two 
oppositely located asymmetric peaks and the broad symmetric component (fig. 6.25). The 
mean peak values of the asymmetric component are found at IxFi,l = 0.49 and /X„,/  = 
0.67. This difference indicates a substantial evaporation of nucleons from the PLF. The 
mean peak position of the primary asymmetry is located near the initial target/projectile 
asymmetry value of 0.46. This implicitly proves the calculation of xWim. The asymmetric 
component should represent peripheral collisions where the interaction time reflects only 
a short touching of the nuclei, This component reveals a sharp peak in the distribution 
of the scission angle at  BA = 50' (angle between scission axis and beam direction). One 
should expect high relative velocities of fragments, because the beam velocity in very 
peripheral collisions is not damped and the reaction proceeds on a short time scale. 
On the contrary, a certain time is needed to create a mass-symmetric distribution from 
a massasymmetric entrance channel. This, probably, occurs in central collisions. In such 
a case the excited composite system intensively evaporates nucleons, and if this proceeds 
long enough, the aumber of lost nucleons should be considerable. On the other hand 
side, one should expect lecs pre-equilibrium particles emitted with beam-like velocities 
compared to the asymmetric case. This difference in pre-equilibrium particles could be 
Table 6.3: Comparison of symmetric ("S") und asymmetric splits 17) for the "almost 
binary" euents for Ag data (auerage values). Typical uncertainties are of about 2% for 
symmetric und 1 % for asymmetric splits, respectiuely. 
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Figure 6.26: Left panel: T h e  diuision of L M T  spectrum for C m  into "low" und "high" parts 
~ O T  the "almost binary" euents. The spectrum of LMT for Ag is  shown for compmison. 
Right panel: Spectra of primary und secondary muss-asymmetries for C m  for these LMT 
bins. 
observed in the higher velocity V ,  in the symmetric case. These pre-equilibriurn particles 
reduce the excitation energy of the system in the asymmetric case thus reduciag also the 
expected difference in the evaporated mass. Excitation energy sharing is expected to be 
equilibrated in a slow process. Therefore, the parameter C should somehow dictinguish 
between the symmetric and asymmetric splits for Ag. 
Indeed, an excess of the total mass for asymmetric splits is found (tab. 6.3). -4s it tvas 
supposed, significant difference in the excitation energy sharing and 5: vebclty ooracur. The 
TKE turned out to be nearly equal. This happens because of the mass- and, therehre, 
the charge-symmetry lead to the reduction of the TKE, w-hereas a rest of the projectiae 
velocity contributes to the TKE, On the contrary to TKE, RX reveals this addit'ional 
velocity in asymmetric splits. 
In order t o  check such a well pronounced manifesiation of PLF-TLF forrnatisn in a 
mass-asymmetry analysis, Cm data were analyzed in the Same monner as Ag. Constr~rts  
were set to the total mass as At&€ [248,288] and to the fofdtng angle as @c,va G 
[14s0, 180°]. The peak is observed in the dis$ribution of sclssian angle at = 35". T11e 
mas-asymmetry spectra in the same LMT box as for Ag data seveal also that ~ h e  PLFs 
0.12 
V, / cm/ns 
1.45 
TKE / MeV 
107 
Rx 
1.23 
are hot enough to evaporate a significant number of nucleons, i.e. TPLF > TTLF (fig. 6.26). 
Note, that the mean peak value of the primary asymmetry is found well below the initial 
asymmetry of 0.70 (compare with Ag). This could indicate either a knock-out of target 
matter or its flow to the PLF during the interaction, or, probably, both processes are 
present13. These events should be classified as semi-peripheral because no symmetric 
component is observed, but a large number of target nucleons definitely participate in the 
interaction. 
The most peripheral as well as the most central collisions for Cm are observed in the 
LMT bin 6 s 9  GeV/c. The mass-asymmetry matrices for this bin are very similar to that 
for Ag, the peak of scission angle appears at BA X 50'. The essential difference consists 
in the not heated PLF. No significant shift is observed between primary and secondary 
mass-asymmetry spectra. Moreover, their mean values of the asymmetric peak are close to 
the initial projectile/target asynnmetry. Therefore, this asymmetric component originates 
from very peripheral collisions. The low yield of the symmetric component does not allow 
to  compare mean values as for Ag in tab. 6.3, however, a few percent larger velocity for the 
symmetric case should be noted. The parameter R, took values 0.57 for the symmetric 
case and 0.70 for the asymmetric, respectively, e.g. a larger relative velocity is detected 
again in asymmetric fragment pair, as it was expected. 
Summarizing, the preliminary analysis of the MARCH97 data has established three 
parameters to be reaction-time sensitive, namely: the total mass M, the excitation energy 
sharing parameter (: and the TKE factor R,. 
6.3.5 Anomaly of the cooling curve 
It  seems to be well established now, that a fissioning nucleus cools down by LP emission 
on the descent from saddle to  scission. This is the reason for the low& mass width 
obtained at  high excitation energies in comparison to that expected at lower excitation 
energies. This is an essence of the "cooling curve" phenomenon (cf. fig. 2.1 in Section 
2.4). The conclusion has been drawn earlier, that the steep increase in the mass width 
ascribed to E* > 300 MeV corresponds to a switching-on of some fast process. In order to 
distinguish against ordinary Jission this process has been called "binary fragmentation" 
(BF). However, this process still lacks exploration. 
High excitation energy has been deduced from high LMT. However, as it was already 
noted, an observed large LMT in fission-like processes does not generally mean high 
excitation energy. For peripheral reactions it means, that the PLF is registered and 
passed through kinematical filters as a fission-like product. By means of the analysis of 
excitation energy sharing one could try to find the BF process. 
Spectra of primary and secondary asymmetries for " almost binary" events in Au data 
reveal the Same kind of peaks of the excited PLF (fig. 6.27, left panel), as it was observed 
in Cm and Ag data (fig. 6.25, 6.26). However, these peaks are missing in Th data. They 
belong into the class of " ternary" events and, therefore, they are treated separately14. In 
contrast to  -4g data, the difficulty to observe very peripheral collisions for Au and Th 
consist in the reduced registration efficiency of very light projectile remnants in the gas 
detectors. They rather reach scintillators and are treated as LCP or IMF. A PLF from 
13Details of this interesting problems require a further analysis. 
14This was discussed in terms of high fissility of Th iri Section 6.1.2, p. 56. 
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Figure 6.27: Left panel: Spectra of muss-asymmetries accumulated for "almost binary " 
events in A u  data. Right panel: Average scission angle for asymmetric (symbols) and 
symmetric (lines) splits. Variance is  represented by error bars. 
a very peripheral collision escapes in the beam exit cone and could be registered only in 
ARGUS. 
A significant difference between mass-asymmetry spectra of "almost binary" events 
for Au and Th on the one hand side, and for Cm and Ag, on the other hand side, is 
found in the mass-symmetric part of them. The part of asymmetry spectra a t  1x1 < 0.5 
is very similar for Th and for Au, therefore, only the one for Au is shown in fig. 6.27 (lcft 
panel). The whole spectrum of X„, is shifted toward asymmetric values with respect to 
the spectrum of x„i, 15. Such a large effect should indicate the fast process populating 
the entire range of mass-asymmetries. 
In spite of acceptance problems angular distributions are very useful in the analysis of 
duration of the process. The dominating channel in the studied reactions of the JAN96 
series is supposed to be ordinary fission. As a very slow process it should be chasacterized 
by an isotropic angular distribution and equilibrated excitation energy sharing. 
The broad angular distribution of the PLF emission selected as lxpri,l > 0.6 for 
" almost binary" events in Th and Au data seems to be seriously affected by the acceptmce 
(not shown in figures)~.. Nevertheless, note for comparison purposes that thc average 
scission angle amounts to 75". The average scission angle for the entire data was considered 
in dependence on the excitation sharing parameter 5 (fig* 6-27, right panel). An average 
value <OA> and its variance were calculated for an angular distribution of BA prodused 
for each presented value of C separately. Such a representation facilitates conrparirison 
between different 5 with respect to either an isstmpic or focused angular distribution. 
Indeed, being processed in such a way, an ideal isotropic angular distribntion deliwrs 
< OA >= 60° and variance N 20". Deviations from thls values should meim focusing. 
I5In order to judge wether the LF in a symmetxic slit has tlre higher temperakure sne s110uld explore 
the C - X matrix! 
Figure 6.28: Contributions of binary fragrnentation und PLF emission. Respective areas 
are encircked. Spectra are accumulated under the constrain of 5 > +0.2. 
Acceptance effects, of Course, introduce complications. 
Angular distributions for equilibrated decays in both "symmetric" and " asymmetric" 
bins for < 0.2 seem, in first approximation, isotropic. With increase in I(( the dis- 
tribution becomes narrower and the average value drifts into the forward direction, i.e. 
focusing occurs. This tendency directly indicates that, on the average, the time scale 
for large 151 is shorter than that for equilibrated decays (151 < 0.2 ). As long as the 
behaviour of < 6 ~ >  for < -0.2 and 5 > +0.2 is similar (fig. 6.27, right panel), time 
scales corresponding to negative and positive should be also similar. 
The formation of a PLF-TLF system of a certain asymmetry from a given projec- 
tile/target configuration is defined, obviously, by the impact parameter. A general trend 
of decreasing the scission angle during the relaxation of the mass-asymmetry is found. 
This angle ranges fiom 75" for the "almost binary" decays (not shown, See also above) 
to  much lower values for symmetric splits (fig. 6.27, right panel). This trend could be 
explained by means of variation of the impact parameter. However, the angular distri- 
butions at C < -0.2 in "symmetric" and "asymmetric" bins does not differ. It means, 
that by applying the criteria mass-asymmetry and velocity no PLF is found. Rather a hot 
system decays very quickly into two heavy fission-like fragrnents, P.e. binary fragmentation 
(BF) occurs, It would be consistent to  ascribe BF to semiperipheral or central collisions. 
If the PLF completely loses its "individuality", but the reaction is still governed by dy- 
namical effects, e.g. the system is still not relaxed thermodynamically, sharing of the 
excitation energy between the fragments should reveal significant fiuctuations. It means, 
that BF should populate the entire range of 5-values. Indeed, the angular distributions 
for symmetric decays are quite sirnilar for positive and negative values of 5, whereas PLF 
formation should bbe found at  positive C and this manifests itself in an obvious asymmetry 
of the angular dependence with respect to C = 0 in the mass-asymmetric bin (fig. 6.27, 
right panel). 
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Figure 6.29: The "trajectory" of the primary rnass-asyrnmetry relaxatioa bg rneans of the 
yields i n  the C-X matrix (entire datcs). 
Hence, one should observe the whole set of fast processes for 5 > -1-0.2. A good 
representation of these processes is found in the plot of x,im vs velocity of the c.m. d the 
composite system V,  (fig. 6-28). The spot of the "PLF-TLF mechanism" is encircled. As 
it was already noted, the most peripheral peak is absent in Th data. In other details both 
plots are similar. Although some number of PLF could be found ia the 'kymmetric" bin, 
the bulk of events from BF is responsible for the mass-symmetric part of fast decays. The 
maximum of the BI? yield is found at V,/V B 0.5, what is consistent with its expected 
position at  E* > 300 MeV. This observation explains qualitatively the anornaly in the 
cooling curve and also gives a hint for further data processing. 
6.3.6 Inventory of the 5 - X matrix 
The analysis of the fission time scale requires, obviously, to select the chmnd of ordhtarg 
fission. As it follows from the previous section, this problem is difficult as iong as nmny 
reaction channels are Open. 
The most reliable parameter which is really able to refiect the time scak of slow 
ordznary fission seems to be the total mass AtOt. The average total mass cossespending 
to a slower process should be lower because of a longer evapora%ion chain, Therefore the 
best separation of time scales by means of mass could be expected at high excikation 
energy, because evaporation would be intensive. On the otbm hmd sich, rt high LMT 
region contains all of the above mentioned fast proeesses, Thereforrv, a general pic%ure of 
interplay between these channels must be discussed. 
PLF emission and the BF process significanily differ in excitation energy sharing snd 
in mass-asymmetry. This is evidenced by the average of 6 &ich varies %Y&& ~ ~ p i , ~ .  1.t ir; 
illustrated in Gg. 6.29. The ridge of this distribution indica5es khe lmgest p~skdbiiity af a 
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Figure 6.30: The distribution of the average total mass i n  5-X coordinates for entire T h  
data (lejt panel) and A u  data (right panel). Ridges of the largest mass are schematically 
indicated by arrows. The triangle in Au data marks the area of peripheral collisions which 
i s  not pronozlnced i n  Th, the other maximum of.mass is  encircled. 
decay resulting in a certain excitation energy sharing 5 and a connected mass-asymmetry. 
Emission of a PLF, as the fastest and the most asymmetric process is represented by 
positive values of 5, i.e. the temperature of the light fragment is higher, than the tem- 
perature of the heavier fragment (cf. eq. 6.24). The BF process is slower, it is more 
mass-symmetric, and because of some yet unknown reasons the most probable temper- 
atures of the lighter fragments are low. Probably, the BF process could be imagined in 
some sense as a bullet piercing a very viscous body and the bullet remains intact. Or- 
dinary fission definitely dominates among most symmetric decays and, thus, excitation 
energy sharing approaches equilibrium. The indicated line in fig. 6.29 could be consid- 
ered as " trajectory" in the mass-asymmetry vs excitation energy sharing plane and thus 
describes that relaxation of the entrance channel. 
An even more indicative picture of the mass-asymmetry relaxation is the distribution 
of the average total mass in the Same coordinates (fig. 6.30). The most probable channel 
in Th data becomes fission of a Th-like nucleus after very peripheral collisions, as it can 
be concluded from LMT and respective total mass distributions. Therefore, the contribu- 
tion of equilibrated decays is enhanced. This explains the major difference between the 
distributions for Th and Au in fig. 6.30. The line of the largest mass follows the trend 
found in the yields (fig, 6.29), but it is more impressive. 
The largest average mass corresponds, obviously, to the fastest process. Comparing, 
in the Same coordinates, the distribution of the TKE factor CR,> and of the scission 
angle <BA> (fig. 6-31), on the one hand side, with the distribution of the total mass 
<AtOt> (fig. 6.30), on the other hand side, one recognizes the processes responsible for 
the population of different aeas. 
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Figure 6.31: The average TKE factor Rx (left panel) und the average scission angle BA 
(right ~ a n e l )  for the entire Au data in  <-X coordinutes. The circle murks the entry of most 
peripheral collisions, the Square indicates the entry of most central ones. 
Probably, any process can be found with a certain probability in a given region in the 
5-X matrix. However, two extreme values of the impact parameter can be found (fig. 6.31). 
They corresponds to the two entries of a fastest decay by means of a largest total mws. 
The entry of the most peripheral collision is indicated by significantly increasing Rx, e.g, 
projectile-likle velocity of a PLF. The entry of the most central collision is found a t  the 
moderate mass-asymmetry value of 0.5 in the minimum of the Rx valley. One could 
follow two trajectories of evolution of the decaying system starting from these entries 
(fig. 6.32). 
Decreasing the impact parameter from its limiting value to some moderate one re- 
sults in growing of excitation energy and angular momentum of the TLF (trajectory >'Rx 
ridge"). The value of Rx remains relatively large as long as the projectile is not com- 
pletely stopped (see eq. 6.27). The TLF could undergo a fission-like decay, when certain 
values of angular momentum and of excitation energy are reached along the "trajectory". 
Such events would be recorded as "ternary"; but if one of the fragments is not registered 
this event in the " binary" data results in a low total mass. These fragments are located 
in the 5-X matrix apart of the equilibrium Zone at moderate asymmetry (circle "ternary 
events"). This could indicate, as long as these events were not rejected by kinematical 
filters, that such a "ternary" event originates as a double neck rupture in tbe PLF-TLF 
system, or as collinear tripartition. The latter agrees with conclusions which have been 
made earlier in the analysis of ternary events from the Same reactiom [113], This mech- 
anism explains also a high yield of ternary events as well as the conclusion thak the gime 
interval between the first and second scission in tripartition is rather short [130]. 
The other trajectory starts from central collisions (trajectory "Rx valley" , same fig, 6.32), 
where the BF process is probable. Until the critically high angular momentum is not 
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Figure 6.32: Illustration for the diflerent processes contributing the obserued data, The 
total mass distribution for A u  is used as the background; dark colors correspond to  low 
masses. Details are explained in text. 
reached, the system can succeed to cool down by the particle emission. This is the rea- 
son, why the ridge of the total mass (fig. 6.30) corresponds exactly to the bottom of the 
Rx valley (fig. 6.31). Indeed, the multiplicity of neutrons is much higher than that of LCP, 
therefore, the long evaporation chain leads always to increasing Z/A. It is the only reason 
for increasing Rx, as long as the velocity of a projectile should be completely damped in 
central collisions. The relaxation of the asymmetry along the valley of R, takes a certain 
time, therefore, Rx slightly increases (the arrow in fig. 6.31, left panel). The binary decay 
remains fast in the valley until the asymmetry is relaxed and the equilibrium is reached. 
Further evolution is related to slow ordinary $ssion along the axis of C = 0 (trajectory 
" LMT valley'yin fig. 6.32). Therefore, probably, the asymmetric fission life-time is longer 
resulting in d R J d x  > 0, and the absolute value of this derivative is larger compared to 
that along the valley. 
Such a representation of "trajectories" seems to be useful for interpreting the data. 
Some trends can be noted also in distributions of averaged QCMR, Vz and LMT in the 
<-X plane, although they do not supply such a clear visual information and, therefore, 
are not shown. It would be reasonable to suppose, that ordinary $ssion is very probable 
at  some low LMT if a significant portion of the available excitation energy is removed 
by pre-equilibrium emission. Indeed, a locd valley is found in the entire <LMT> and 
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Figure 6.33: Schematic illustration of supe~osition of PLF emission an& binarcj fragmen- 
tation with the rnajor contribution of ordinarp Jission. Left panel: Composition of the 
unconditioned C-spectrum. Right panel: Constraint of ICI < 0.1 effectiuely separates the 
ordinary fission channel in the muss-asymmetry speetrum. 
the average follding angle distributions around = 0 a t  Ibriml < 0.5. Largest 
<LMT> are observed in the "PLF-TLF area (fig. 6.32), where lotver <(PcivlR> indicates 
significant pre-equilibrium emission. Larger vaIues correspond to the BF area 
where pre-equilibrium emission should be rather isotropic. 
6.3.7 Does asyrnmetric fission proceed faster? 
The  preliminary analysis revealecl, that contributions of different processes populate the 
entire regions of LMT and V,. The best discrimination between these processes coulcl be 
founcl a t  moderate values of LMT. On the other hand side, the best "time resolution" by 
means of < Adot > could be achieved at high initid excitation energies of the fissiuning 
nucleus (see also p. 87). 
These reasons conditioned the window between 50% and 80% of the relative LMT, 
which was used for the analysis. In order to select 0 ~ d ~ m W ~  ,fission the excitation energy 
sharing parameter was constrainecl to < 0.1 (fig. 6.33, left panel). She  precise quantiw- 
t im determination of contributions of each process is a matter ofa, very achanced analysil;. 
The qualitative relation between different reaction channels fitting the giveri conclikions 
is presentecl in (fig. 6.33, right panel). Ordiaarg fission should cairse ehe rnajor cffect 6Lt 
/X„„[ < 0.4, the bacl~grouncl of BF should be negligible for the anafpis of thc averr~ge 
total mass 16. The area of clominatinp PLF emission is located at 1,~p,i,[ > 0.6 (PEP- 
TLF domain). The intermediate rmge of Ix„„/ represents comparable contributions of 
aIl "fission-likl3'~rocesses . 
Gncler the above mentioned conditions on 5 and LMT distributions in fig. 6.34 wcre 
prodiiccd. -4 cloce incjectinn rsveids the fidlowing behavi~tir of kh-: nverngs: parameters 
wich increasing mass-asymmetry in the domain of nrdinmy ,fi~~;sion~. 
'"he contribution of BF, Iiowever, should be takcn into aczccount in the ai~i\Ipi~ of the ividtti of thc 
distribution of the fragment Inass 
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Figure 6.34: Average values ofparameters  accumulated for  < 10.1) und LMT=50-80%. 
Error bars represent errors of averaging, lines are eye-guides. Arrows mark  the position 
of the  projectile/target initial muss-asymmetry. 
1. The decrease of the LCP multiplicity (b) indicates that the initial excitation 
energy of the system was higher, on the average, for symmetric fission. This 
is consistent with the small slope in the average LCP energy (C). The higher 
initial excitation energy observed in the mass-symmetric case should be defined 
by the smaller impact parameter. 
2. The slight decrease of the average GCMR (f) indicates a small difference in 
pre-equilibrium emission in the forward direction. This fact also proves smaller 
impact parameters to govern the symmetric case. In semi-central or central 
collisions selected by means of high LMT, a higher average angular momentum 
should be ascribed to a larger impact parameter. The latter means that a 
larger angular momentum corresponds, on the average, to the asymmetric 
case. 
3. The observations 1 and 2 relate increasing angular momentum and decreas- 
ing excitation energy in the selected data to increasing mass-asymmetry. 
4. The de-excitation by evaporation of particles significantly reduces the mass 
of a hot cystem prior to cc-ission. Simultaneously, angdar moment iim is knom 
to increase the fission probability and, hence, to reduce the fission life-time. 
Thus, increasing angular momentum should be observed as increasing total 
mass due to shortening the evaporation chain. 
5 .  If there is no direct dependence of the fission life-time on mass-asymmetry 
(rasym = T S y m )  one should observe a constant total mass as a function of 
lxprimI- However, because of the conclusion 3 and 4, a larger total mass should 
be observed in the asymmetric case. 
6. If the life-time of asymmetric fission is smaller than that for symmetric 
fission (T„~, < T ~ ~ ~ ) ,  a larger total mass should be observed in the asymrnetric 
case. Again, as in 5, conclusion 3 and 4 lead to the Same consequence, namely, 
larger total masses with increasing mass-asymmetry. 
7. As it follows from 5 and 6 the assumption T„, 5 Tsm always leads to  an 
increase. of the total mass with mass asymmetry. This obviously contradicts 
the obserued decrease of <Atot> (a). Therefore, only longer Iife-times for 
asymmetric fission can be deduced. 
8. A longer evaporation chain in the asymmetric case leads to an increase of 
Z/A with mass-asymmetry, and this is observed as an increase in R, (e). 
9. Considering the statistical nature of fission, the average duration of the 
process is inversely proportional to the process probability. The decreasing 
decay probability is observed as a reduction of the yield of asymmetric fission 
( 4  - 
The PLF-TLF domain IxWiml > 0.6 is characterized by an increase of the total mass 
because PLF formation is very fast [a]. The tendency of Rx(Z/A) to decrease [e] occurs 
because of returning back to t he initial isotopic composition (represented by arrows) , 
However, i t  cannot compete with the contribution of RX(vpbF), which IS steeply growing 
accounting for the projectile-like velocity of a PLF. The emission of LP with projectile-like 
velocity also becomes possible due to a large impact parameter and this is indicated by 
the dropping down of GChfR [f]. 
The discussed picture of physical processes is definitely simplified. Probabiy, a lot of 
particular effects come also into play. However, the observed experimental data reveal the 
general trend of the longer duration of asymmetric ordinary fission compared to symrnetsic 
ordinary fission. The BF process together with PLF emission reveals the opposite trend, 
because relaxation of the mass-asymmetry in the entrance channel requires a certain time, 
Therefore, considering all these processes together one is lead to the reasonable conclusion, 
that an asymmetric "fission-like" decay is faster than a symmetric "fission-like" &V. 
A similar conclusion on the interplay of fast fission-like processes with ordinary ficsion 
and large fluctuations of sharing of the excitation energy bettveen the fragrnent has been 
made in the chemical study of A - Z distributions from the reaction 51V (25 -4h1eV) 4- 
lg7Au in ref. [131]. The importance of the study of excitation energy sharing is stressed 
in refs. [128, 1291. 
Chapter 7 
Summary 
The thesis aimed at  the qualitative comparison of time scales of symmetric and asymmetric 
fission. Main goals of the present work are given in Section 2.5. During fulfilling this 
research program the following tasks were executed. 
The desired FOBOS scintillator shell was completed and turned into operation. 
Its capability to register light charged particles (LCP) was demonstrated. Methods 
for the LCP raw data processing were developed. 
Data were taken in a series of full-scale experiments. 
The validity of the data from the FOBOS scintillator shell was exhaustively tested. 
Their reliability and self-consistency are demonstrated. 
Numerical simulations were performed using the Dubna Cascade Model (CASCAD 
code) and the Combined Dynamical Statistical Model (SAND code). These simu- 
lation aimed mostly at obtaining auxiliary information for data interpretation. 
A new method for the energy calibration of CsI(T1) crystals is proposed. The 
method is based on the physical properties of CsI(T1) crystals. The most attractive 
features of the method are: minimized manpower expenses, an independence of the 
calibration data on corresponding calibration beams, a high degree of automation 
and a visual quality inspection. 
-4 new method of the experimental data analysis is proposed. The method is based 
on the independent measurement for the velocity and for the energy of heavy frag- 
ments by the FOBOS detector. This allows to reconstruct the mass-asymmetry of 
the decaying system at the instant of scission. This information is transformed into 
the parameter reflecting the partitioning of excitation energy which is a means 
to separate different processes contributing to the measured bulk of data. Results 
obtained in this unconventional way Open new prospects for a more advanced data 
analysis. 
The main result of this thesis consists in the separation of reaction channels into 
ordznaq f ission known from low energies and a number of fast processes by means of 
a specially designed parametrization. These processes cannot be distinguished from 
ordinarg, fission using conventional methods of the analysis. The physical "picture" 
of fission and reIated time scales deduced from the experimental data is in following. 
1. Ordinary fission.According to the classical picture the ordinary Jission process is 
related to a compound nucleus which is defined to be an equilibrated system with a 
relaxed compact shape. The probability of ordinary fission into a given configuration 
depends on the height of the corresponding fission barrier. From the calculations 
of potential energy surfaces follows that the fission barrier increases with increasing 
mass-asymmetry. Due to the statistical nature of the process the fission time scale 
is inversely proportional to the fission probability. The decrease of the fission prob- 
ability is observed directly as a decrease of the yield of asymmetric fission compared 
to  the symmetric one. The corresponding increase of the fission time is concluded 
from the length of the evaporation chain observed as a decrease of the total mass of 
the fragments with increasing the mass-asymmetry. 
2. Fission-like fast processes. The initial configuration of the touching target and pro- 
jectile nuclei with a given relative velocity requires a certain time for relaxation into 
a compound nucleus. Two stages of the relaxation should be mentioned. 
The fastest fission-like process observed is a decay of the non-equilibrated system 
formed in semiperipheral collisions where a projectile-like fragment (PLF) and a 
target-like fragment (TLF) can be identified. The duration of this process should 
be of the order of the contact time. The very short reaction time manifests itself 
in a similarity of the velocity of a PLF with the initial projectile velocity and in a 
preferably higher temperature of the PLF compared to the TLF. 
Evidence is found for a slower fission-like process which is characterized by a rather 
symmetric configuration at the scission point. A manifestation of this process has 
been observed earlier and it has been called "hot binary fragmentation". It should 
be associated with the most central collisions. In this case no definite PLF could 
be found by means of velocity and mass-asymmetry distributions. The essentialiy 
short duration of this process is observed by non-equilibriurn sharing of excitation 
energy between the fragments. In contrast to the PLF-TLF formation the higher 
temperature must be ascribed, on the average, to the heavier fragment. 
Both of these fast processes are accompanied with intensive ernission of light parti- 
cles (LP). Each particle carries away mass, a portion of energy and angular rnornen- 
tum. As a result the system configuration evolves into a relaxed state. The further 
evolution of the system leads to ordinary fission or to formation of an evaporation 
residue. In some sense, ordinary fission is realized in this case ilnstend of the fmter 
processes mentioned. 
3. Ternary events.Provided the excitation energy in the heavier remnant after PLF 
emission is large enough, this remnant can undergo a further binary decay. Thus, 
all the " binary" events observed at low a LMT could be treated as "ternary"events, 
since in the most peripheral collisions a rest of the projectile is lost from the regis- 
tration if i t  is emitted into in the beam exit cone, and only the binary decay of a 
TLF is obsewed. 
Semiperipheral collisions result in a higher LMT. The decay of a TLF af&r emissisn 
of an excited heavy PLF can then be recorded as "ternarf decay. Such a n~echanism 
seems t o  be responsible to the mass-symmetric tripartition, Shose of "'ternary'" 
events, where one fragment is not recorded are characterized by a loti-r total rna~s  
but a large velocity of their center of mass. 
The significant difference between central and semiperipheral collisions consists in 
the different value of the angular momentum. The decay probability is enhanced at 
higher angular momenta. Therefore, the decaying system originating from a central 
collision can succeed to cool down by LP emission and then undergo ordinary fission. 
Such events are observed at high LMT. 
Such a picture of " f i~s ion~~ governed by thermodynamical and statistical laws is consis- 
tent with the observed experimental data. Therefore, contribution of fission-like processes 
other than ordinary fission must be distinguished. This was made possible by introduc- 
ing the excitation energy sharing vs mass-asymmetry matrix (<-X), which allows a deeper 
insight into the dynamics of heavy-ion induced reactions. 
Appendix A 
Geometry of the scintillator shell 
Table A.l: CsI(T1) scintillator detectors coordinates. Each line represents a ring of CIS 
with a n  equal polar angle 0 given in the last column in ascending order, The  number of 
a C I S  consists of a module number ( ' rs t  two digits) and a crystal number Zn a module 
(last digit). T h e  crystal number 1 corresponds to  the center of a module (bold faced Irines). 
Dimensions of crystals are given in the form thicknessxdiameter, ac i s  the calculated 
summed solid angle of ab1 crystals in a ring. (to be continued o n  the next page) 
Cs1 # 4 ( Cs1 # 4 I Cs1 # 4 I Cs1 # $ 1 c s I #  41 , B 
Ring 1, big modules, Rc=1.068 sr, crystals 15 mrn x200 mm 
Table A.l: CsI(T1) scintillator detectors coordinates. Continuation. 
Cs1 # 4 I Cs1 # 4 
Ring 4, big modul 
166 131.54 1 176 203.54 
CSI # 4 I Cs1 # 4 p #  41 B 
is, &=1.068 sr, crvstals 10 mm x200 mm 
185 264.09 1 195 336.09 205 48.09 
!es, R~=0.665 sr, crystals 10 mm x150 mm 
Table A.2: Positioning principle of opposite crystals 
216 98.27 
217 81.73 
211 90.00 
214 98.93 
215 81.07 
212 90.00 
Numbers of opposite detector modules 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
226 170.27 
227 153.73 
221 162.00 
224 170.93 
225 153.07 
222 162.00 
Table A.3: Summary of actual CIS-detectors for the JAN96 experiment 
Ring 6, big modules, Rc=1.068 sr, crystals 10 mm X 200 mm 
Numbers of opposite crystals in opposite modules 
236 242.27 
237 225.73 
231 234.00 
234 242.93 
235 225.07 
232 234.00 
266 133.55 
267 118.45 
262 143.97 
263 108.03 
261 126.00 
264 137.79 
265 114.21 
" bi&' module " small" module 
246 314.27 
247 297.73 
241 306.00 
244 314.93 
245 297.07 
242 306.00 
276 205.55 
277 190.45 
272 215.97 
273 180.03 
271 198.00 
274 209.79 
275 186.21 
256 26.27 
257 9.73 
251 18.00 
254 26.93 
255 9.07 
252 18.00 
Ring 5 
116.72 
0.550 
Ring 4 
100.72 
0.795 
Parameter 
m r a g e  angle 8„„ deg 
solid angle Clk„ sr 
286 277.55 
287 262.45 
282 287.97 
283 252.03 
281 270.00 
284 281.79 
285 258.21 
Ring 6 
142.06 
1.005 
296 349.55 
297 334.45 
292 359.97 
293 324.03 
291 342.00 
294 353.79 
295 330.21 
Ring 3 
78.17 
0.795 
Ring 1 
37.67 
0.914 
306 61.55 
307 46.45 
302 71.97 
303 36.03 
301 54.00 
304 65.79 
305 42.21 
Ring 2 
63.24 
0.494 
Appendix B 
Energy calibration data 
The tables contain data calculated for the FOBOS configuration of the JAN96 experiment. 
Fit parameters in the tables are taken from a computer output as they are. The tables 
below refer to  the following functions: 
Table B.l: Fit  coeficients for energy loss cakculations by the forrnula B.1. Th- cases of 
normal (central crystals) und slanting (outer crystals) particle penetration are considered. 
T h e  gas pressure in the BICs  is assurned to be 150 Torr. 
E0 C U! E0 C a> 
Ion Outer crystals Central crvstals 
t , thin BIC anode foils 1.5 um 
0.2116 3.09303 1.76903 
0.41395 4.1717 1.76823 
0.50276 4.8909 1.75458 
0.7263 11.0726 1.78049 
1.0799 12.63206 1.7855 
1.86201 15.24702 1.79386 
2.40937 17.27603 1.79254 
3.74296 24.91118 1.81884 
5.11629 27.21605 1.83742 
thick BIC anode foil 10 Pm 
0.20732 3.05259 1.76129 
0.37747 4.09453 1.75745 
0.48363 4.823 1.74946 
0.68896 10.92656 1.7786 
1.13937 12.52952 1.78758 
1.78317 15.0344 1.79158 
2.87015 17.36607 1.80559 
2.83395 24.0716 1.80405 
5.01941 26.86323 1.83534 
module #2 in JAN96) 
0.2132 3.22395 1.76862 
0.36276 4,316 1.76244 
0.36276 5.03409 1.76244 
0.66644 11.49118 1,78131 
1.02381 13.12669 1.78199 
1.90215 15.92057 1.79984 
Table B.2: T h e  "ideal" P I M  model. Fi t  coeficients for the  energy calculation for 
rsl„=4 p s  in the form of eq. B.2, where z=Lfmt und Y = E ~  are assumed. Fi t  coefi- 
cients for  the  particle branches und inter-branch separators in 'the "ideal" P I M  presented 
in the  Same form, but y=LS1,. T h e  lines for He und L i  are reliable, of Course, only above 
a certain resolution threshold. p' denotes the descending proton line E > EPTP. 
ion 1 a b C1 dl C2 d2 
A. Energy calibration coefficients for the ideal PIM 
p 
d 
t 
3He 
4He 
6He 
'He 
6Li 
7Li 
p 
d 
t 
%e 
4He 
6He 
8He 
6Li 
7Li 
0.08324 1.03117 -43.207 1374.367 0.57229 5.70191 
0.12551 0.99247 -88.980 1529.238 0.64706 4.36303 
0.14229 0.97979 -127.685 1927.394 0.79062 4.5601 
0.22908 0.92521 -315.802 3735.899 1.26262 3.06503 
0.25122 0.91507 -361.367 4170.621 1.44649 3.02738 
0.29176 0.89858 -419.180 4678.786 1.71184 2.84082 
0.3211 0.88944 -479.487 5238.052 1.99135 2.83548 
0.37831 0.87784 -668.406 6909.963 2.73615 3.00315 
0.38961 0.87082 -609.090 6673.603 3.11469 3.00423 
0.48839 1.13094 621.825 347.711 -458.941 222.685 
0.43988 1.11798 1429.507 1657.210 -474.625 462.552 
0.23512 1.158 7045.592 2100.823 -4188.443 1290.425 
0.05881 1.27889 16187.578 8330.697 -6331.916 3692.019 
0.06449 1.28435 13524.682 12334.791 -3902.989 4264.449 
0.09296 1.2638 3707.568 10314.465 -981.481 3022.859 
0.08081 1.25836 16504.738 29201.165 -3164.483 6685.976 
0.10516 1.22514 17577.774 38372.710 -5838.571 14524.649 
0.09991 1.20345 18646.626 33347.346 -3200.693 7051.915 
B. Particle lines in ideal PIM 
P' 1 0.3714 1.18186 8142.797 2998.919 -20501.84 9120.779 
C. Separator lines in ideal PIM 
p 
d 
t 
3He 
*He 
6He 
'He 
?Li 
t 
'He 
TLi 
upper 
lower 
Upper limits for particles 
1.32348 1.0 -410.274 42.176 383.346 44.634 
0.82215 1.06394 -402.433 254.212 400.577 390.581 
0.79713 1.06905 -522.816 383.793 400.577 492.679 
0.17238 1.22917 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.12884 1.25792 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.04144 1.36615 4026.834 2780.09 -2884.015 2206.393 
0.05351 1.32963 -529.229 4135.02 1810.962 7213.716 
0.10842 1.235 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Lower limits for particles 
0.74891 1.073 -267.371 404.395 810.406 16750.461 
0.04994 1.33468 -1116.377 3600.116 1243.261 2685.226 
0.05103 1.29659 -512.455 1602.960 1691.891 4376.089 
General validation limits 
12.3318 0.72351 73.495 2696.908 -442.722 117.152 
0.08232 1.22618 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 -0 
L 
overla~oina aates - 
fast 0-400 ns 
slow 0-3900 ns - 
- 
- 
- 
- 
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- 
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.-------- lithium
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Figure B.l: Simulation of the purticle-identification rnatriges unrler diflerent timhg mrz- 
ditions using the  data from ref. [W as described in section $9. The simulated pa,~t;z'i=le set 
i s  limited to  Z < 4. The phoswich principle is  obviously the wworsC an$ it leads Aoweuer 
to the better resolution between heavier particles. The b a t  case not realized bez:a%se 
of trigger logic requirements, real timing conditions etc. lfhe gap between gates slightig 
increases the resolution. 
Appendix C 
Kinetic temperature 
This most widely used method to  determine the temperature Tkin of nuclei from LCP data 
is based on measurements of kinetic energy spectra of emitted particles (slope parameter). 
A nucleus in thermal equilibrium evaporates particles with an energy distribution defined 
by the Maxwell-Boltzmann formula: 
where Ek is the kinetic energy of the emitted particle, B, is the Coulomb barrier, and Tki, 
the temperature of the source aRer emission. A chain of evaporated particles "delivers" an 
average temperature of the entire cascade. The problem of fitting consists in adequately 
accounting for the maximum of the distribution, especially in the case of limited statistical 
accuracy of the measured spectra or multi-source fits. 
hctually, different modification of the general exponential law are used to fit evap- 
orative particle spectra in order to extract the slope parameter related to the nuclear 
temperature. For instance, Peter et al. [I321 used the following form to extract the slope 
In order to fit kinetic energy distributions of light charged particles emitted from a com- 
pound nucleus and fission fragrnents, Lestone proposed 11331 the following parametrization 
of a Maxwellian form (in rest frame of emitters): 
where C' = T/ ( D T ) ~  and B' = (1 - D)  T+ B. The parameter T is the mean temperature 
of the source which controls the dope of the energy distribution at  higher energies, B is the 
mean height of the emission barrier, and D is related to the curvature and penetrability 
of the barrier and controls the slope of the distribution a t  lower energies. The maximum 
of the distribution occurs at Ek = B + T .  
Appendix D 
Numerical sirnulat ions 
D. l  Cooling down by light particle emission 
-.a spectra 
- 
- 
205Pb - 
Excitation energy 1 MeV Fission time / zs (I 0-21s) 
Figure D. 1: Left panel: Apparent temperatures are obtained by fitting CDSM-generated 
kinetic energy spectra (lines+symbols) for 205Pb. Caloric curves assume a level density 
parameter a = A/13 (dashed line) und using the systematic from ref. [I351 (solid line, 
nurnbers denote a in some points). Right panel: Cooling curves are simulated for three 
values of the initial excitation energy. The hatched area corresponds t o  most  probable 
fisison times. 
The simulations by the Combined Dynamical Statistical Model (CDSM) [I181 were 
performed for the fission of a 205Pb nucleus by using the program Code SARD, developed 
within the FOBOS collaboration [134, 1201. The code calculates event-by-event for an 
equilibrated compound nucleus with given values of excitation energy E* and angular 
momentum J the sequence of emitted light particles (T, n, p, d and a) with their eaergies, 
the residual excitation energy and the duration of a cascade leading either to ordinnry 
fission or to formation of an evaporation residue. 
Energy spectra of light particles were accumulated for trajectories leading to fission 
and the slope parameter T' was derived assuming the Lestone type parametrization. She 
apparent temperatures turned out to be lower than they were cdculated using le td  densits 
60 70 60 100 
Charge number Z 
. . 
60 05 Y0 Y5 60 65 h 95 100 
Charge number Z 
Figure D.2: Left panel: The  surface of the nuclear temperature is  calculated for a fixed 
excitation energy of 100 MeV. Numbers mark lines of equal temperatures. Right panel: 
T h e  excitation energy surface is  calculated for a fixed temperature of 4 MeV.  Numbers 
denote lines of equal excitation energies. 
parameter systematics. Neutrons emitted prior to charged particles remove a significant 
portion of the excitation energy, thus the emitter cools down. As it follows from simula- 
tions, a-particles should be evaporated, on the average, earlier than protons. Therefore, 
protons demonstrate lower apparent temperatures than a-particles do. Indeed, this is 
pronounced in the experimental data. 
As it would be expected, the mean excitation energy remaining in the system a t  the 
instant of scission asymptotically decreases as the duration of an evaporation cascade 
increases (fig. D.l, right panel). The most probable scission happens within the period 
of 10-100 zs. The residual excitation energy seems to be not sensitive to initial values 
exceeding ~ 1 0 0  MeV. The latter is reflected in the saturation of the cooling curve derived 
from mass dispersions (see Chapter 2). The influence of the angular momentum on the 
temperature, emission chances and multiplicity distributions is found to be very weak. 
The slope parameter reaches its experimental value of m4 MeV only at high excitation 
energy of about 500 MeV. This definitely means, that the cooling-down effect cannot 
reproduce the experimentally observed behavior of the apparent temperatures alone. It 
seems to be reasonable that averaging over the ensemble of different emitting nuclei con- 
tributes to the complication of the behavior of the apparent temperature. 
D. 2 Available temperatures 
The calculation of effective nuclear temperatures was performed using the empirical ap- 
proach [I351 based on the experimental data systematics from ref. [136]. The absolute 
upper limit of the temperature was estimated assuming complete fusion with full dissi- 
pation of the beam energy. The corresponding compound nuclei are ;:'Rn (T=6.3 MeV) 
and ?j$6 B k  (T=5.9 MeV). Therefore the value of the apparent temperature of -4 MeV at 
high LMT looks reasonable. 
However, the apparent temperature ohtained from the proton spectra at  E* N 100 MeV 
seems to be overestimated. Mixing of sources with different temperatures could result in 
a small increase of apparent temperature. The other reason could be related to the in- 
adequate description of spectra by the Leston-parametrization due to the rather broad 
Coulomb barrier distribution caused by the deformation and the rotation of a nucleus, es- 
pecially if a slope is measured near to the peak of a spectrum. However, the contribution 
of both these effects do not exceed 1 MeV[137]. 
Figure D.2 (left panel) presents the surface of nuclear temperatures calculated for the 
fixed excitation energy of 100 MeV. The corresponding temperatures should be around 
2.4 MeV. At E* N 100 MeV the cooling effect should not be strong. On the other hand 
side, as it is Seen from the excitation energy distribution (right panel) calculated for the 
fixed temperature of a nucleus, the values of the initial temperature of about 4 MeV 
correspond to 260-300 MeV of the excitation energy. Note, that the maximum of the 
LMT distribution for central collisions corresponds to E* x 300 MeV and the value of 
100 MeV in Th  data is covered by the strong peak of peripheral collisions. Therefore, 
the most probable reason for the overestimation of the apparent temperature is that the 
LMT values is not an adequate measure of the initial excitation energy. The latter means, 
that the contribution of processes other than fission after incomplete fusion and/or pre- 
equilibrium emission should be also taken into consideration. 
D. 3 Pre-equilibrium emission 
Usually pre-equilibrium emission is treated as forwardly peaked. However, as one can 
conclude from simulations by R.Yanez [SI (BUU + evaporation code), pre-equilibrium 
emission might compete with evaporation from a compound nucleus even in the backward 
hemisphere. The test particle technique of the BUU model is not able to generate parkicles 
heavier than a nucleon which are apart of TLF and PLF. However, it would be interesting 
to estimate the contribution of pre-equilibrium emitted a-particles as weil as to compare 
predictions of the BUU with other models. 
The so called "Dubna Cascade Model" [I381 was used to explore the contribution 
of more complex pre-equilibrium emitted fragments. The collision between nucleons in 
DCM is treated in a similar way as in the BUU model, but DCb1 does not resort to 
the test-particle technique and the dynamics of each NN collision can be followed. The 
coalescence formalism is used to produce complex particles. In spite of probable difficulties 
of the coalescence modlel, e.g. possible underprediction of the pre-equilibrium particle 
multiplicities [139], one can make some estimations. 
Calculated inclusive spectra of protons and a-particles for the reaction I4N (53AMeV)+ 
lg7Au, accumulated at  different polar angles are presented in fig. D.3+ She direct coinpar- 
ison with experimental data is scarcely possible because the DCM version used does not 
differentiate between exit channels. This results in incomparable yields of LCP originat- 
ing, in particular, from the projectile break-up. However, the spectra responsible for the 
evaporation from the TLF rather well agree with the experiment. Ttvo experin~entally 
observed trends are reproduced as well - the spectrurn slope decreases with increasing 
B and almost saturates at  0 > 10UO> a slight enhancement of proton yields at the most 
lmkward angles is also reproduced. 
The problem of describing pre-equilibrium ernission is that pre-equilibrium partides 
have no definite source. The analysis of emission time distributions s h u ~ s  that they aase 
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Figure D.3: Inclusive spectra of protons (left panel) und a-particles (right panel) calculated 
wi th  the  Dubna Cascade Model. Spectra are accumulated within 20"-bins. 
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Figure D.4: Left panel: T h e  contribution of pre-equilibrium emitted protons is  comprtred 
with t he  evaporation from the target-like fragment. Right panel: Spectra of pre-equilibrium 
emitted a-particles are accumulated within 20"-bins. 
most probably emitted within 60 fm/c after the beginning of the interaction. The rough 
estimation of the contact time using interaction radii from the systematics from ref. [I401 
delivers 7 0  fm/c. Therefore pre-equilibrium particles seem to come from the contact zone 
between colliding nuclei. 
Proton spectra accumulated into the backward hemisphere are shown in fig. D.4, left 
panel. The pre-equilibrium component appeared to be comparable with the evaporative 
one. The simulated yield of pre-equilibrium a-particles into the backward hemisphere 
turned out to be low, their spectra for some forward angles are shown on the right panel. 
The maxima of these spectra lie at 50-80 MeV and, therefore, reminding the probable 
underprediction of the yields of complex particles, one should be careful also in interpreting 
a-particle spectra. 
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